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Why not sign up to our card 

of the week email. Each week 

we feature a card, we show 

you how to make it and give 

you 10% off the items used, 

so sign up to our newsletter 

for card of the week and 

special offers. 
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@resinista
Resin Fluid Abstract Painter Catherine O'Reilly Dennis’ 

amazing work! 

Welcome to the February edition of 
Making Cards & Papercraft! 

My top spot! 
Find out what set this pattern goes with 
and is provided free with the February 

edition! Find out more on page 21!

This New Day 12x12 Die Cut 
Speciality Paper by Dear Lizzy 

from American Crafts has 
reminded me that it won't 

be long before Summer 
will be here again and 

we'll be designing all 
things tropical! 

Create a custom 
blend ink pad 

using new Distress®
Re-inkers. Select two 

or three coordinating 
colours and apply directly 

to the dry felt pad. Allow 
ink to absorb into the 

ink pad; re-ink as 
needed. The DIY Ink 
Pads can be easily 
indexed by inking 

top label with 
a brayer or Ink 
Blending Tool!  

La La Love's Shaker 
Stickers from Crate 

Paper are a sweet 
accessory to add to your 

Papercraft products - I've never 
seen shaker stickers before!

Hello!Hello!
@jolypoa - Prima Watercolor Design Team member 

and Skill Share Ambassador!

The month we traditionally celebrate love! Well I hope you’ll love 

what we have brought to you this edition! We’re really packing in the 

freebies (again! Did you note how many there were last issue!!!) so, 

by now you will be swooning over the gorgeous Sweet Samantha stamp 

set! There’s papers to coordinate too! The second set of craft papers: 

'Valentine Unicorn' is soooo sweet also! There’s no less than 12 toppers 

to use, so technically you could send one a month over a year! There 

are two further digital collections for you to get your hands on too; 

'Snowboarding Dude'! is great for making cards for boys and men with 

it’s cool blues and snowy scenes – you can get these by visiting our 

Facebook page or website, while 'Dream catchers' is a pretty collection 

in muted pastels – these will be sent within our February email 

newsletter so don’t forget to sign up if you haven’t already! 

Elsewhere in the magazine we bring you projects 

using brand new embossing folders from Crafter’s 

Companion teamed with great techniques, 

introduce new contributor Lynn Stanborough 

who explores overlapping colour as well as 

Claire Manning – owner of Thirsty Brush, Debbie 

von Grabler-Crozier AND the ever-so-talented 

Christine Cresswell – four fantastic new artists! 

There are a couple of Mother’s Day designs for 

those of you looking to create a keepsake and so 

much more! 

As well as projects you’ll fi nd interviews, 

giveaways, shopping and more! 

Enjoy!  Enjoy!  

S
PO

T T
ED BY SALLY !

candicardscreations.wordpress.com
"I live in Minnesota and half the year its too snowy or 

too cold to do anything but stay by the fi re and create"

Sally’s Ones To Watch!
Blog Blog

to use, so technically you could send one a month over a year! There 

are two further digital collections for you to get your hands on too; 

'Snowboarding Dude'! is great for making cards for boys and men with 

it’s cool blues and snowy scenes – you can get these by visiting our 

Facebook page or website, while 'Dream catchers' is a pretty collection 

in muted pastels – these will be sent within our February email 

newsletter so don’t forget to sign up if you haven’t already! 

www.thelittleshabbyshed.blogspot.com 
Kaz Hall’s (a former designer for Dyan Reaveley, Paperartsy, 

Tim Holtz and Ranger Ink!) mixed media inspired blog! 

Find a project by 
Emma Williams exploring 
this in our March edition!



11 Sweet Samantha Craft Paper 
Collection and Stamp Set 
Find out how to use your fabulous 

freebies to make super cards!  

14 Valentine Unicorn Craft Paper 
Collection     
Create cards for your other half, friends, 

children – all will fall in love with this 

lovely little guy with his cute purple hair!

22 Bonus online download: 
Snowboarding Dude!
Visit our Facebook page or website to 

get your hands on these gorgeous craft 

papers absolutely free! 

24 Bonus email download: 
Dream catchers 
Sign up to receive our email newsletter 

and get this set sent straight to you! 

27 Colour the stars 
Download your free digi stamp and 

create cards using Pisces. 

Using your free...

What’s inside your mag� ine...

             sally.jarvis@warnersgroup.co.uk

CONTACT US...

14 36
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EXCLUSIVE PROJECTS...EXCLUSIVE PROJECTS...       
30 Blooms by Thirsty Brush  
Say hello to new MC&P contributor Claire 

Manning who uses her beautiful brand Thirsty 

Brush to create these gorgeous designs. 

34 Die-cuts for men
Die-cut stars in many ways – get clever with 

your cutting and make these cards created in 

a masculine colour range. 

36 Lots of love for steampunk
This grunge-style make is perfect for a 

special man this Valentine’s day!  

40 Applying alcohol ink
Isha creates some stunning backgrounds 

on cards that are certain to wow! 

42 Super to swap 
We look at the evolution of ATCs (artist trading 

cards) into... well... ATCs... artist trading coins! 

44 Stylish stencilling 
Deborah uses her own products to 

create stunning stencilled designs 

with Archival inks.

46 Embossed beauties
In this exclusive project from Crafter’s 

Companion you can learn how to create 

stunning embossed e� ects that really 

look amazing. 

48 Mother’s Day makes 
Make one of these designs this Mother’s Day 

and make a Mum smile. 

50 Overlapping ink
We introduce new contributor Lynn 

Stanborough who explores overlapped ink 

to create wonderful colourways.  

55 Lovely ideas from Heffy Doodle 
Lovely Tracey has made more of her 

gorgeous designs using the products she 

designs exclusively for this growing brand. 

64 Two ways with embossing 
Sara Naumann shares her skills – which way 

will you prefer? 

Manning who uses her beautiful brand Thirsty 

your cutting and make these cards created in 

46
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SHARE YOUR WORK...

PROJECTS & 

IDEAS FOR YOU 

TO TRY TODAY!
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VALENTINES        TOP SHOPPING        ACRYLIC PAINT POURING        NEW CONTRIBUTORS        UNICORNS

Make it beautiful!Makes for mothers! MAkes for men!

WIN BIG WITH 

SEND SOMETHING SPECIAL!

CRAFTING & THE 

ENVIRONMENT

HOW TO USE YOURS
FREE GIFTS!

STYLISH 
STENCILLING

ARTIST TRADING COINS
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EVERY ISSUE...
03 Editor’s letter 
Read Editor Sally’s welcome to this edition 

packed full of all things new! 

07 The wish list
Turn to page seven to � nd out more 

about the latest launches from the 

brands you love! 

09 Subscriber reward scheme 
Find out if you’re the lucky winner of 

our prize scheme thanking our 

lovely subscribers.

21 Inside your next issue...
Find out more about the exciting content 

(and free gifts!) that will be inside your 

next edition, publishing Friday 22nd 

February. Want your copy earlier? Check 

out our best ever subscription o� ers on 

pages 10 and 29!

26 The book shop 
Find out what fabulous crafty books you 

can get your hands on with 10% o� !  

28 Prizes for you
Your opportunity to bulk up your 

stash with prizes including new 

collections and show tickets!

WIN!

WIN!

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER...
Turn to page 10

AMAZING OFFER!

29 Pay as-you-go subscription offer! 
No minimum contract, you choose the 

length of your subscription and every 

edition is cheaper than in the shops! 

32 Crafting and the environment 
We take a look at the impact our crafting 

can have on the environment.

33 Crafting with a conscience 
We’ve searched around for the best items 

to help you craft with a clear conscience.  

38 Trending right now: Love 
We’ve shopped around for the best 

bits to make cards for the ones you love. 

53 Huge competition! 
It could be you! Turn to page 53 to 

be in with a chance of winning a 

bundle of products from My Favorite Things! 

54 Digital editions
Ever thought about receiving your magazine 

in digital format? Find out more on page 54!

59 Inspired by the season 
Take inspiration from the time of year to 

help you create timely art. 

62 Crafty People 
We spent time chatting with American 

Sammy Gorin about how she creates her 

amazing art using some of your favourite 

brands and the pouring technique! 

67 We asked you 
Turn to page 67 to see if we’ve included 

your answer to the question posted on our 

social media! 

68 The social scene 
Your letters, emails and posts depicting 

what you’ve been making with your free 

Craft Paper Collections and other materials! 

70 Handpicked 
Simone Kelly stars in our handpicked 

feature, a card we thought deserved to be 

admired by all our lovely readers! 

FREEWELCOME GIFTWORTH OVER£29.99

32

70



enquiries@stampersgrove.co.uk      www.stampersgrove.co.uk

COME AND EXPLORE OUR ALADDINS CAVE OF CRAFTING DELIGHTS

You will discover many of your favourite leading brands and designers including: 
◆ PaperArtsy ◆ Visible Image ◆ Aall and Create ◆ Brushos ◆ Jane Davenport ◆ Dylusions ◆ Dina Wakley 

◆ Finnabair ◆ Ranger ◆ Sizzix ◆ Tim Holtz ◆ Many of which you will also � nd on our regularly updated website.  

Come and see us at the following events very soon

Make It - Farnborough ◆ ICHF Shows (Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester) ◆ Crafting at Ally Pally - London

Happy Stampers Festival - Port Sunlight ◆ Stamperama (Stevenage, Harrogate)

Sincerely Yours Shows - (Leigh, Newark) ◆ Ross Papercraft Shows (Edinburgh, Hull)

Doncaster (Crafting Live and Stamp Magic) ◆  Create it - Kent and Gateshead

Papercraft and Stamping Show - The National Motorcycle Museum, Solihull

Owners: James and Emma Dennison

www.stampersgrove.co.uk
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T HE W ISH LIST
Check out the latest news and products from the world of craft and cardmaking.

SHOPPING

Made 
with
We’ve fallen for the brand-new 

Made with Love collection from 

Hobbycraft! With watercolour hearts, 

sketch-style stickers, wooden glitter 

‘love’ toppers and more, this gorgeous 

set makes for the perfect selection of 

sweet embellishments to grace your 

cards for your loved ones. 

Head over to www.hobbycraft.co.uk

or call 03300 261400 to order yours!

Fairy Tales
Enter a world of enchanting fairies and 

folklore with the magical Dovecraft 

Fairy Tales collection. Find your crafting 

happy ever after within this premium 

selection, which features intricately drawn 

illustrations of fairies, � owers and beautiful 

butter� ies, alongside scintillating glitter 

and pearlescent detailing. This range will be 

supporting Mind, the mental health charity 

and a minimum of £10,000 will be donated 

from the sales of this collection. In 

stunning shades of pink and purple, 

alongside the charming paper pack, 

this collection also includes a glittered 

decoupage pad, holographic butter� y 

toppers, dies and much more to help 

you introduce heaps of fairy tale magic 

to your makes!

Head over to www.thecraftblog.com

to see the full collection!

or call 03300 261400 to order yours!

Made 

Feeling funky!
If you’re looking for styles to suit a 

young-at-heart grandparent, then get 

your hands on the new Funky Nanna 

and Grandpa collection from 

Yvonne Creations! 

See the full range at www.art-of-craft.co.uk 

(01252 377677).

www.art-of-craft.co.uk 
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From Paperchase’s latest 

collection Sisterhood, this 

set of � ve slogan pencils 

provides the perfect 

tools for � erce feminine 

arts and crafts! With 

empowering messages 

such as ‘independent’ 

and ‘con� dent’, these 

pencils are perfect for 

the fearless feminist!

Find the full 

collection at 

www.paperchase.com

or call 02033 224788 for 

more information!

It’s time for tea, or perhaps even a glass of wine, with the new 

Food and Drink dies from Joanna Sheen! These dies work with 

most tabletop die-cutting machines and are perfect to help create 

cards for beer-lovers, ice-cream fanatics and doughnut divas galore! 

These dies are so versatile, giving you the opportunity to really 

personalise your papercraft and create a variety of di� erent types 

of cocktails, hot drinks, sweets and chocolates! 

See the full range at www.joannasheen.com (01626 827405).

Hey sister, 
go sister, 
soul sister

Food and drink

Floral chic
New in for spring, this beautiful Flower Garden

washi tape 3-pack will add chic patterns to any of your 

homemade goodies, making every detail look exquisite. 

For that extra-special embellishment, these � awless 

� oral tapes will add a grace and elegance to any 

number of designs. 

Check them out at www.hobbycraft.co.uk

or call 03300 261400 for more information.

Eclectica3

With encouraging sentiments in elegant sketch-style artwork, 

your cards will really have something extra special using this 

Eclectica³ range, designed by Sara Naumann! The designs are 

super-versatile in size, style and application and can be used 

for cards, scrapbooks and altered art.

Head to www.shop.paperartsy.co.uk or call 01277 212911.

TURN TO PAGE 64 FOR A PROJECT 
FROM SARA NAUMANN!

Living Coral
“An animating and life-a�  rming coral hue 

with a golden undertone that energizes 

and enlivens with a softer edge.” 

2019 has barely begun and Pantone 

have just announced their Colour of the Year! 

For 20 years, Pantone’s Colour of the Year has in� uenced product development and 

purchasing decisions in multiple industries, including fashion, home furnishings, 

and industrial design, as well as product, packaging, and graphic design. Vibrant, 

yet mellow, Living Coral embodies warmth and nourishment, to provide comfort 

and buoyancy in our continually shifting environment. Keep your eyes peeled for 

this gorgeous colour making appearances in the magazine this year! 

have just announced their Colour of the Year! 

Flower Garden

washi tape 3-pack will add chic patterns to any of your 

SALLYLOV ES!
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Bonjour

Wonder� l watercolour

The latest addition to the Sara Signature Collection has arrived and it’s taking us to Paris! 

Fall in love with this beautifully co-ordinating papercraft collection, which includes 

both 6x6 and 8x8 paper pads, embossing folders, dies and stamp sets as well as 

embellishments such as ribbon, lace and metal charms. The Sara Signature Collection 

Parisian range has been designed to co-ordinate perfectly together so you can capture 

the magic of Paris, the city of romance, on your handmade creations.

Check out the full range at www.crafterscompanion.co.uk (01388 663251) – Allons-y! 

The Prism Watercolour Pencil pigment is activated with just a touch of water! 

This set has an incredible palette that includes a wide range of 48 wonderful colours 

which have been chosen specially to blend beautifully together. The rich and deep 

pigments in these wonderful pencils allow for a rainbow of colour to be simply and 

easily added to your projects. The colour can be laid down in a number of di� erent 

ways and the intensity can be reduced simply by adding a larger volume of water to 

the pigment.

Find your set at www.hunkydorycrafts.co.uk or call 01772 272577!

The Prism Watercolour Pencil

This set has an incredible palette that includes a wide range of 48 wonderful colours 

which have been chosen specially to blend beautifully together. The rich and deep 

pigments in these wonderful pencils allow for a rainbow of colour to be simply and 

easily added to your projects. The colour can be laid down in a number of di� erent 

ways and the intensity can be reduced simply by adding a larger volume of water to 

the pigment.

Adventure 
time
Socrates said “� nding oneself is the 

quest of life", so why not go on an 

adventure with the brand-new 

Go on a Quest 12x12 paper pad 

from Authentique! With 24 sheets of 

double-sided card and three sheets 

of each design, you can celebrate the 

wonderful world of travelling with these 

sophisticated papers! 

Find the collection at 

www.countrycraftcreations.com!

Adventure 

WOW! SUBSCRIBER REWARD PRIZE! 
As a little thank you to our subscribers we o� er the Subscriber Reward Prize! 

Every month we pick three of our lovely subscribers at random to receive a crafty 

prize! This month we’re delighted to announce the lucky winners as Mrs Jean Close

from County Antrim, Mrs Bernadette Stappleton from Oldham, Lancashire 

and Miss Margaret Heher from Ross-on-wye, Herefordshire! Congratulations all – 

this pack of crafty goodies worth over £40 is on its way to each of you! 

TURN TO PAGE 46 FOR A PROJECT!

Great for making 
cards for men!



FREE GIFT
WHEN YOU JOIN

& PAPERCRAFT

LAST CHANCE!

There’s always room for more storage! This handy and stylish Defl ecto Stackable Organiser will look 

amazing in your craft room! Keep that beloved craft stash neat and tidy with your FREE

subscription gift. This fun and fab portable storage unit has a locking system allowing 

multiple units to connect together, so you can stack to your heart’s content! 

25Making Cards & Papercraft September 2018

 www.making-cards.uk/DEFLECTO
subscriptions@warnersgroup.co.uk     01778 395171

promotional code: MACD/2018/DEFLECTO

*Cra�  items not included

JOIN US TODAY: 

Offer available on a 6 month Direct Debit subscription of £24.99 to UK residents only. While stocks last. No minimum term of contract. Offer ends 21st February 2019. 

EASY TO REMOVE SNAP TIGHT LIDS 

FREEWELCOME GIFTWORTH

£29.99!

Don’t forget subscribers get their copies early, get sent a free issue every year, get FREE quality craft 

papers with every issue and get entered to win subscriber reward prizes – all delivered straight 

to your door! Don’t miss out on all these benefits and more. 

GREAT FOR ON-THE-GO CRAFTING 

KEEP YOUR SUPPLIES SAFE

DEFLECTO STACKABLE ORGANISER 

Psst... want extra storage?  

Check out our website, where you can buy additional layers 

to stack on top of your Defl ecto Organiser!

DON'T 

MISS THIS!

SPECIAL OFFER SAVE £5!
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FREE GIFTS

Sweet Samantha  
Craft Paper Collection & Stamp Set

USING YOUR 

Here at Making Cards & Papercraft 
we love to give you wonderful free 
gifts! This issue, you will have noticed 
the fantastic Sweet Samantha Stamp 
Set, coordinating with your Sweet 
Samantha Craft Paper Collection, 
which the brilliant Faye Wynn-Jones 
has used in her cards to provide you 
with some inspiration!

Guide to using Copic marker pens: 
Skin: ������������������� E21, E50, E51, E71 (All Ciao)
Hair:  ������������������ C3 (Ciao), C5 (Ciao), C7 (Ciao), 

C9 (Sketch)
Grounding:  �� W0, W1, W3 (All Ciao)
Cat:  ��������������������� YR24, YR27, E99 (All Sketch)
White:  �������������� C0, C1 (All Ciao)
Light pink:  �� RV000 (Ciao), RV10 (Ciao), 

RV11 (Sketch), E70 (Sketch)
Dark pink:  ��� RV63, RV55, RV17 (All Sketch)
Turquoise:  ��� BG11, BG53, BG57 (All Sketch)
Blue:  ������������������ B34 (Sketch), B37 (Sketch), 

B39 (Ciao)

11Making Cards & Papercraft February 2019

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE DIGI STAMPS!
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Work hard & be nice      
Create a 10.5cm square white card blank with the fold at the top. 

Cut checked paper to 10.5x5cm, trim diagonally along the bottom 

edge, then attach black card behind the diagonal edge. Fix to the 

top of the card front. Doodle a border along the bottom edge of the 

panel. Stamp the image on 

white card using black ink 

and colour using the guide 

to help you. Carefully trim 

leaving a narrow border. 

Fix to the bottom left of the 

card front with foam pads. 

Use black ink to stamp a 

sentiment and hearts to the 

right of the image.

Believe. Achieve. Succeed
Create an 8x12cm white 

card blank. Cut dotted 

paper to 8x4.5cm and 

attach black card to 

the back, leaving a thin 

border along the bottom 

edge. Fix to the bottom 

of the card front. Stamp 

image on white card and 

colour using the guide to 

help you. Carefully trim around 

the image leaving a narrow border. Attach to the right of the card 

front with foam pads. Stamp the sentiment and hearts to the left of 

the image using black ink. Doodle a border under the sentiment. 

Sweet girl   
Create a 10.5cm square white card blank with the fold at the top. 

Cut checked paper to 4x10.5cm, attach black card to the back of the 

paper, leaving a thin border along the right edge. Fix to the right of 

the card front leaving a thin strip. Doodle a border down this white 

strip. Stamp the image on 

white card and colour with 

Copic marker pens. 

Trim around the image 

leaving a narrow border. 

Fix to the top left of the 

card front with foam pads. 

Stamp the sentiment and 

hearts below the image. 

the card front leaving a thin strip. Doodle a border down this white 

strip. Stamp the image on 

white card and colour with 

Copic marker pens. 

Trim around the image 

leaving a narrow border. 

Fix to the top left of the 

card front with foam pads. 

Stamp the sentiment and 

hearts below the image. 

white card and colour with 

What do I need?
Sweet girl     

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft Paper 

 Collection & Sweet Samantha Stamp Set

 White & black card

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad

 Copic marker pens (see guide on page 11)

 Black multiliner

What do I need?
Believe. Achieve. Succeed     

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft Paper 
 Collection & Sweet Samantha Stamp Set

 White & black card

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad

 Copic marker pens (see guide on page 11)
 Black multiliner

What do I need?
Work hard & be nice 

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft Paper 

 Collection & Sweet Samantha Stamp Set

 White & black card

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad

 Copic marker pens (see guide on page 11)

 Black multiliner
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You go girl  
Create a 14.5x11cm white card blank with the fold at the top. 

Stamp the image on white card and colour using the guide. Trim to 

measure 14.5x6cm, mount on black card leaving a narrow border along 

the bottom edge only and � x to the top of the card front. 

Cut dotted paper to 14.5x5cm 

and mount on black card, 

leaving a thin border along 

the bottom edge. Attach 

to the bottom of the card 

front. Stamp and emboss 

the sentiment with white 

embossing powder on 

black card and trim to size. 

Attach to the top left of the 

card front with foam pads. 

Doodle a border under the 

sentiment and stamp three 

hearts around the card front. 

Cut dotted paper to 14.5x5cm 

hearts around the card front. 

You can     
Create a 14x10.5 white card 

blank with the fold at the top. 

Stamp the image on white 

card and colour with Copic 

marker pens. Trim image to 

13.5x10.5cm, mount on black 

card leaving a thin border 

down the right edge only, 

and � x to the right of the 

card front. Trim dotted paper 

to 4x10.5cm and mount on 

black card leaving a narrow 

border down the right edge. Attach to the left of the card front. 

Stamp and emboss the sentiment using white embossing powder 

on black card and trim to size. Fix to the image panel with foam 

pads. Doodle a border under the sentiment, then stamp three 

hearts around the panel to � nish. 

Believe    
Create a 10.5x14cm white card blank with the fold at the top. 

Stamp image on white card and colour using the guide. Trim to 

measure 10.5x14cm and mount on black card, leaving a narrow 

border along the bottom edge. Fix to the bottom of the card front. 

Cut pink gingham paper to 

10.5x5cm, trim diagonally 

along the bottom and mount 

on black card leaving a thin 

border at the bottom only. 

Attach to the top of the card 

front. Stamp and emboss the 

sentiment in white on black 

card and trim to size. Attach 

to the left of the image. 

Doodle a border under the 

sentiment, then stamp three 

hearts around it. 

Create a 14.5x11cm white card blank with the fold at the top. 

Stamp the image on white card and colour using the guide. Trim to 

measure 14.5x6cm, mount on black card leaving a narrow border along 

the bottom edge only and � x to the top of the card front. 

Cut dotted paper to 14.5x5cm 

and mount on black card, 

leaving a thin border along 

the bottom edge. Attach 

to the bottom of the card 

front. Stamp and emboss 

the sentiment with white 

embossing powder on 

black card and trim to size. 

Attach to the top left of the 

card front with foam pads. 

Doodle a border under the 

sentiment and stamp three 

hearts around the card front. 

What do I need?
You can    

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft Paper 
 Collection & Sweet Samantha Stamp Set

 White & black card

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad
 Sugar Cube white embossing inkpad 

 by Taylored Expressions

 Opaque Bright White embossing powder 
 by Wow!

 Copic marker pens (see guide on page 11)
 Black multiliner

What do I need?
You go girl 

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft Paper 
 Collection & Sweet Samantha Stamp Set

 White & black card

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad
 Sugar Cube white embossing inkpad 

 by Taylored Expressions

 Opaque Bright White embossing powder 
 by Wow!

 Copic marker pens (see guide on page 11)
 Black multiliner

What do I need?
Believe 

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft Paper 

 Collection & Sweet Samantha Stamp Set

 White & black card

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad

 Sugar Cube white embossing inkpad 

 by Taylored Expressions

 Opaque Bright White embossing powder 

 by Wow!

 Copic marker pens (see guide on page 11)

 Black multiliner
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FREE GIFTS

Valentine Unicorns 
Craft Paper Colle� ion

So sweet!

USING YOUR 

Adorable designs for Valentine’s 

Day, you can send these unicorns 

to recipients of all ages! Regular 

contributor Kitty Frampton shows the 

abdundance of designs you can make 

with these free gifts, using little 

extras from your craft stash! 

Not just for 
Valentine’s Day!
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Adapt for children’s  birthdays too! 

Love these magical colours!

Add your own stamped sentiment 
using one of your free gifts from 

a previous edition! 
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I miss you     
Die-cut a large circle from pink patterned paper, mount on pink card and 

� x to scalloped circle card front. Mount a strip of white patterned paper 

on pink card and add ribbon 

over the top. Attach across 

the middle of the card front, 

adding a bow. Fix a paper doily 

to the centre of the card front. 

Trim the topper into a circle, 

mount on a larger pink circle 

and attach to the doily. Stamp 

or computer generate 

a sentiment on white card, 

trim to size and mount on 

lilac card. Attach to the right 

of the topper.

Love heart      
Create a 13x12.5cm 

white card blank with 

the fold at the top. Cut 

two panels of blue paper 

to 12x5.5cm, mount on 

silver card and attach 

to the card front. Add a 

doily to the centre. 

Die-cut a stitched circle 

from white card and 

attach over the top with foam pads. Cut out the topper and � x to the 

circle with foam pads. 

Add a lilac ribbon bow to � nish.

Birthday wishes  
Create a 13.5x14.5cm white card blank. Trim lilac card to 13x14cm and � x 

to the card front. Mount a strip of the lilac background paper on yellow 

card and � x to the bottom of the card front. Double mount the topper on 

lilac card, then yellow card. 

Draw a border around the 

topper and attach to the 

left of the card front with 

foam pads. Add a sentiment, 

three gems and a paper 

� ower to � nish.

card and � x to the bottom of the card front. Double mount the topper on 

lilac card, then yellow card. 

Draw a border around the 

topper and attach to the 

left of the card front with 

foam pads. Add a sentiment, 

three gems and a paper 

� ower to � nish.

Create a 13.5x14.5cm white card blank. Trim lilac card to 13x14cm and � x 

card and � x to the bottom of the card front. Double mount the topper on 

foam pads. Add a sentiment, 

A beautifully simple, 
layered look! 

What do I need?
Birthday wishes    

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection 

 White, lilac & yellow card 

 Die-cut sentiment 

 Paper flower

 Lilac adhesive gems

What do I need?
Love heart    

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection 

 White & silver card 

 Stitched circle die 

 Die-cutting machine 

 Paper doily

 Gingham ribbon

What do I need?
I miss you  

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection 

 Scalloped circle card blank

 Pink & lilac card

 Circle dies

 Die-cutting machine 

 Paper doily

 Yellow ribbon
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Simply gorgeous      
Cut white patterned paper 

to measure 12cm square and 

mount on purple card. Fix to 

the centre of the scalloped 

square card blank with the 

fold at the top. Tie a ribbon 

around the top of the card 

front and secure with a knot. 

Cut out the topper, mount on 

purple card and attach with 

foam pads. Fix a computer generated 

or stamped sentiment with foam pads.

Love you    
Create a 12x12.5cm white card blank. Mount blue patterned paper on 

Kraft card and � x to the card front. Trim the topper to size and round 

each corner. Mount the topper 

on Kraft card and attach to 

the card front with foam pads. 

Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment on white card, trim 

to size and mount on Kraft 

card. Attach to the card front. 

Add three heart gems to the 

topper panel to � nish.

With love    
Create a 12x13cm 

white card blank. 

Cut white card to 

11x12cm and run 

through your 

die-cutting machine 

with the heart 

embossing folder. 

Mount on red card, 

attach ribbon across 

the bottom and � x to 

the card front. Attach a border strip on top of the ribbon. 

Cut a 6.5cm square of white card, mount on red card and attach 

in a diamond shape on the card front. Fussy cut the topper and 

attach to the diamond with foam pads. Add a gem each side of 

the sentiment and attach with foam pads to � nish.

Round edges with straight edges - 
great combination!

What do I need?
With love    

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection 

 White & red card

 Heart embossing folder by Xcut
 Die-cutting machine 

 Die-cut sentiment

 Gingham ribbon

 Large adhesive gems

What do I need?
Love you   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection 

 White & Kraft card 

 Corner rounder punch 

 Red adhesive hearts

What do I need?
Simply gorgeous   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection 

 Scalloped square card blank

 Purple card 

 Purple ribbon

Round edges with straight edges - 
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Hugs 
Create a 14.5x12cm white card blank with the fold at the top. 

Emboss white card using the hearts embossing folder, trim slightly 

smaller than the card front and mount on red card. Fix to the card front. 

Mount a border strip onto 

red card and glue across the 

bottom of the card front. 

Die-cut the word ‘hugs’ 

from red card and attach 

to the card with foam pads. 

Cut out the topper and 

attach to the left of the card 

front with foam pads. 

Add three hearts to � nish.

smaller than the card front and mount on red card. Fix to the card front. 

red card and glue across the 

to the card with foam pads. 

attach to the left of the card 

Love you always    
Create a 12x14.5cm white 

card blank. Cut pink card 

to 11.5x14cm and � x to the 

card front. Mount the lilac 

paper onto yellow card and 

� x to the pink panel. Create 

a � shtail shape with a strip 

of white card, add lilac gems 

across it and attach with foam pads. Die-cut the unicorn topper 

using a circle die and mount onto a pink circle. Attach to the card 

front with foam pads, then add a sentiment in the top left corner. 

Love you always    

Jar of stars  
Create a 12.5x11.5cm white card blank with the fold at the top.

Cut the white patterned paper slightly smaller than the card front, 

mount on Kraft card and � x to the card front. Cut a thin strip of 

lilac paper, mount on Kraft and � x to the bottom of the card front. 

Trim the topper and attach a piece of the border across the top 

left corner. Mount this on 

Kraft card and attach to 

the card front with foam 

pads, overhanging the top 

edge. Stamp or computer 

generate a sentiment onto 

white card and attach with 

foam pads.

Create a 14.5x12cm white card blank with the fold at the top. 

Emboss white card using the hearts embossing folder, trim slightly 

smaller than the card front and mount on red card. Fix to the card front. 

Mount a border strip onto 

red card and glue across the 

bottom of the card front. 

Die-cut the word ‘hugs’ 

from red card and attach 

to the card with foam pads. 

Cut out the topper and 

attach to the left of the card 

front with foam pads. 

Add three hearts to � nish.

Little girls will love these unicorns! 

What do I need?
Love you always   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection 

 White, pink & yellow card 

 Circle die 

 Die-cutting machine 

 Lilac adhesive gems

What do I need?
Hugs

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection 

 White & red card 

 Hearts embossing folder by Xcut
 Hugs die by Die-namics

 Die-cutting machine 

 Red adhesive hearts 

What do I need?
Jar of stars

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection 

 White & Kraft card 
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Love cakes   
Create a 14.8x8cm white card blank with the fold at the top. Mount 

the red patterned paper on red card and � x to the card front. Cut out 

the topper, mount on red 

card and attach with foam 

pads overlapping the top 

edge. Mount the border 

strip on red card and 

attach across the bottom 

of the topper. 

Special day       
Create a 12cm square white gate fold card. Cut two panels of blue 

background paper each measuring 5x11cm. Mount on lilac card and 

� x to each panel. Mount the topper on lilac card and draw a frame 

around it. Attach the 

topper to the card with 

foam pads so it sits in 

the centre when the card 

is closed, then add a 

sentiment to � nish.

Me & you   
Create a 14.5cm square card white card blank. Mount purple 

paper measuring 13.5cm square on Kraft card. Mount pink paper 

measuring 9x11cm on Kraft card and � x to the left side of the 

card front. Attach a strip of lilac paper to Kraft card and � x across 

the panel just below centre. Mount the topper on Kraft card and 

draw a frame around it. Attach to the card front at an angle with 

foam pads. Stamp or 

computer generate a 

sentiment on white 

card and attach to the 

card front with foam 

pads to complete. 

draw a frame around it. Attach to the card front at an angle with 

foam pads. Stamp or 

computer generate a 

sentiment on white 

card and attach to the 

card front with foam 

pads to complete. 

Unicorn trend isn’t going anywhere!

Try a gate fold for something different!

What do I need?
Love cakes 

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection 

 White & red card 

What do I need?
Special day   

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 
 Paper Collection

 White & lilac card 

 Die-cut sentiment

What do I need?
Me & you     

 Making Cards & Papercraft Craft 

 Paper Collection 

 White & Kraft card  



stamperama
Sunday 24th February
Stevenage Arts & Leisure Centre
Lytton Way, Stevenage, Herts SG1 1LZ

Art Stamp & PaperCraft Shows

10am-4pm

Advance Tickets £2.50 each.  Door price £3.00
Under 12s Free

Tel: 01234 855833  www.stampaddicts.com

www.stamperama.com

Saturday 2nd March
Pavilions of Harrogate, Great Yorkshire Showground
Harrogate HG2 8NZ

Saturday 25th May
Charmandean Centre. Forest Road
Worthing BN14 9HS 

10am-4pm

10.30am-4pm

Fun, friendly and interactive shows
Since 1998

Supported by



Available at: and your local 

craft shop

Don’t miss out on ideas and inspiration, fantastic giveaways, hints and tips and all the latest from the world of cardmaking!

See page 10 & 29 for the latest subscription offer
www.makingcardsmagazine.com 

On sale Friday 22nd February!

Don’t miss outSAVE ££££’swhen you subscribe 

FREE UK P&P WHEN YOU ORDER AT 

WWW.MAKINGCARDSMAGAZINE.COM 

OR CALL 01778 395171

 And so much more! 

Inside your March edition of

BEAUTIFUL 

MOTHER’S DAY MAKES TOP CLASS COLOURING 

FROM KITTY FRAMPTON
CARDS FOR 

ALL OCCASIONS 
TERRIFIC TECHNIQUES  

FROM TRACY EVANS

& PAPERCRAFT

when you subscribe 

when you subscribe 

when you subscribe YOUR FREE & EXCLUSIVE 

16 PAGE CRAFT PAPER COLLECTION!

‘Mandalas’ and ‘Fashonista’ 

AN EXCLUSIVE PROJECT AND FREE 

DOWNLOADABLE PAPERS FROM 

PLUS 

Just wait until you see 
the cards Emma Williams 

has made using these!
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Designed by
Pauline Bird 

SOCIAL MEDIA

Make sure you ‘like’ our Facebook page as you will fi nd free and exclusive 

digital bonus Craft Paper Collections with the publication of every edition! 

This month we bring you these adorable snowboarding polar bears in ‘Snowboarding Dude!’ 

Free digital bonus 
papers

Snow much fun 

1
Create a 15cm square white card 

blank. Cut blue paper to 14.5cm 

square and place to one side.

2
Die-cut a circle from grey paper using 

the largest circle die and adhere to a 

slightly larger circle cut from white card 

(you could draw around the outside of the 

die and fussy cut to create this layer). 

3
Attach the circle to the blue square 

and trim the overhanging parts at 

the top, bottom and right edge. Cut a 

4x14.5cm strip of blue paper and attach to 

the left side of the panel so that it overlaps 

the circle. Wrap with white ribbon to cover 

the join and secure with a knot at the top. 

Adhere to the card front.

4
Die-cut one of the toppers using an 

8.5cm circle die and adhere to a white 

circle leaving a narrow border. Attach to 

a slightly larger circle cut from the blue 

paper. Fix to the centre of the card front 

using foam pads.

5
Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment, print and cut to size. 

Layer on slightly larger blue paper and 

attach to the bottom right of the card 

front using foam pads.

6
To � nish, attach three gems to the 

top left corner of the card front.

What do I need?
For all cards

 White card

 Making Cards & Papercraft bonus papers 

 Adhesive gems

Snow much fun  
All items above plus:

 Layering Circle dies by Tattered Lace

 Die-cutting machine 

 White ribbon 

You’re cool
All items at start plus:

 White & silver twine 

Winter wishes
All items at start 

Wonderland easel
All items at start 

This month we bring you these adorable snowboarding polar bears in ‘Snowboarding Dude!’ 

USING YOUR 

Wonderful images 
for winter!
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You’re cool  

1 
Create an 18x13cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top. Cover with 

blue paper, leaving a thin border of 

white showing. 

2
Cut two 13x5.3cm panels from grey 

paper and mount on white card. 

Attach to the top left and bottom right 

of the card front. 

3
Cut one of the toppers to 12x8.5cm 

and layer on white card. Attach to the 

centre of the card front using foam pads.

4
Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment, print and cut into a banner 

shape. Wrap twine around the left-hand side, 

secure with a bow and attach to the bottom 

left of the card front with a foam pads.

5
To � nish, add three gems to the top 

right corner of the card front. 

Wonderland easel  

1 
Create a 12.5cm square white 

card blank with the fold at the top. 

Score horizontally across the middle and 

mountain fold. Attach a 12.5cm square of 

white card to the folded over section to 

create your easel card. 

2
Cover the folded over section with 

slightly smaller blue paper. Cut grey 

paper to 12.5x4.5cm with a wavy top edge, 

so that it looks like a snow drift, and attach 

to the bottom of the panel.

3
Repeat Step 2 to cover the easel base. 

4
Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment, print and cut to size. 

Mount on blue paper leaving a narrow 

border. Attach to the easel base using 

foam pads to form the stopper.

5
Cut a topper to 8.5x12cm, mount on 

white card and use foam pads to attach 

to the card front so that it overlaps the top 

edge by 3.5 cm. To � nish add gems as shown.

Winter wishes  

1
Create an 18x13cm white blank with 

the fold at the top. Cover with blue 

paper, slightly smaller than the card front. 

2
Cut a 13x10.5cm panel of blue paper, 

mount on white card and adhere to 

the centre of the card front. 

3
Cut a topper to 11.5x8.5cm, mount on 

white card and attach to the centre of 

the card front using foam pads.

4
Stamp or computer generate a sentiment, 

print and cut into a banner shape. 

Attach to the bottom left of the card front.

5
Add three gems to the top right corner 

of the topper panel to � nish. 

Next month... 
Russian dolls!

Fun for all ages!

Love this work? You might also like the 
portraits in our February ‘17 edition! 

You can buy back issues online and print 
out as many of the papers as you wish!

Ideal for masculine makes!
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Designed by
Pauline Bird 

DIGITAL CRAFTING 

Sign up to receive our Making Cards & Papercraft email newsletter via our website and 

within each email not only will you gain lots of information about the upcoming issue 

but you can download exclusive Craft Paper Collections absolutely free! Within the 

February newsletter you can download this fabulous dream catchers set! 

Free email papers

What do I need?
For all cards

 White & light blue card

 Making Cards & Papercraft bonus email papers

 Sentiments of your choice 

Follow your dreams
All items above

2
Cut feather paper to 14.5x10.5cm, 

mount on light blue card and � x to 

the card front, slightly left of centre. 

3
Trim a topper to 12.5x9cm. Mount on 

light blue card and � x to the right of 

the card front with foam pads. 

4
Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment, trim to size and layer on 

light blue card leaving a narrow border. 

Attach to the bottom left of the card front 

using foam pads.

USING YOUR 

Follow your dreams

1
Create a 15cm square white card 

blank. Cut a 14.5cm square from 

dream catcher paper, mount on light blue 

card and � x to the card front. 

Where can I buy it?
Sign up to our email newsletters and receive 

free and exclusive papers every month at 

makingcardsmagazine.com! 

Simple layering!
Make your own embellishments with punched 

circles layered with 3D Crystal Lacquer!
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Dream big  

1
Create a 15cm square white card 

blank. Trim dream catcher paper to 

14.5cm square, mount on light blue card 

and � x to the card front. 

2
Cut a topper to 14.5x10.5cm, 

layer on light blue card and adhere to 

the centre of the card front.

3
Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment and trim into a � ag shape. 

Repeat to create another � ag from light 

blue card. Layer together, o� set, in the 

bottom left corner of the card front. 

4
Cut three small light blue circles and 

� x to the top right corner of the card 

front. Apply 3D Crystal Lacquer to the 

circles if you wish.

Never stop dreaming 

1
Create a 15cm square white card blank 

with the fold at the top. Cut feather 

paper to 14.5cm square, mount on light 

blue card and attach to the card front.

2
Cut dream catcher paper to 9.5x15cm, 

mount on light blue card and � x to 

the left side of the card front so that it 

slightly overlaps the top edge.

3
Cut a topper to 10x13.5cm, layer on 

light blue card and � x to the right of 

the card front, overhanging the top edge 

very slightly.  

4
Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment, trim to size and mount on 

light blue card leaving a narrow border. 

Attach to the top left of the card front 

using foam pads.

What do I need?
Dream big 
All items at start plus:

 3D Crystal Lacquer

What do I need?
Never stop dreaming
All items at start

Dreams come true 

1
Create a 13x18cm white card blank. 

Cut feather paper to 12.5x17.5cm and 

distress the edges. Mount on light blue 

card, again distress the edges and � x to 

the card front.

2 
Cut dream catcher paper to 8x17.5cm, 

distress the edges and mount on 

light blue card again distressing the edges. 

Attach to the centre of the card front.

3
Die-cut a topper using an oval die and 

distress the edges. Layer on an oval 

die-cut from light blue card and distress the 

edges once again. Adhere to the centre of 

the card front using foam pads.

4
Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment and trim into a banner 

shape. Cut a thinner yet longer banner 

from light blue card, layer the two 

together and � x across the topper with 

foam pads.

What do I need?
Dreams come true
All items at start plus:

 Oval die

Overhang edges for added interest!



UNCOVER OUR 

BOOKSHOP
ARE YOU SITTING COMFORTABLY? 
There’s nothing better than sitting down and enjoying a good book (unless 

it’s a book about your hobby, of course, and you can create-along as you 

go)! We’ve got you covered with our online bookshop, stacked to the brim 

full of our recommended reads. Here are some of our top picks which we’ve 

uncovered for your reading pleasure, so go on, take some ‘you time’ and in-

dulge in a good book about your hobby. You’ll be turning the pages for more! 

Explore books here: www.making-cards.uk/EXPLOREBOOKS

Get an exclusive 
automatic 10% off 

all books by 
shopping with us, 

PLUS FREE 
UK P+P! 

Quilled Flowers by 

Alli Bartkowski, GMC

Paper quilling, rolling and shaping 

thin strips of paper to create 

decorative effects, meets the 

popular art of � ower crafting in 

35 simple, yet engaging projects. 

Alli Bartkowski, one of the leading 

experts of quilling, explains how!

Papercut This Book by 

Boo Paterson, GMC 

An exquisite book that contains 

all the paper, templates and 

instructions you need to create your 

own papercraft – only a scalpel and 

cutting board are needed. 

Pop-Up Cards by 

Sandi Genovese, GMC 

Pop-up cards, with their 

wonderfully interactive, 

dimensional nature, are all the 

rage these days - and renowned 

artist Sandi Genovese shows 

crafters how to make their own. 

Collage Carnival by 

Lizzie Lees, GMC 

Create your own artworks and 

collages with this interactive 

and joyful book from illustrator 

Lizzie Lees. Full of inspiring 

patterned pages that can be 

coloured, cut out, customised, 

drawn on and embellished. 
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Designed by
Faye Wynn-Jones

NEW FEATURE

Guide to using Copic marker pens:
Skin:  ........................................... E0000 (Sketch), E50 (Ciao), E51 (Ciao), E70 (Sketch)
Eyes: ............................................. B60 (Ciao)
Glass:  ........................................ BG70 (Sketch), B41 (Sketch), C0 (Ciao), C1 (Ciao)
Hair & goldfish:  ............ Y35 (Ciao), YR15 (Ciao), YR18 (Sketch), E18 (Ciao)
Aquamarine:  ................... BG10 (Ciao), BG11 (Sketch), BG53 (Sketch)

thickness. Adhere to 

the centre of the card front. 

5
Attach the image to the middle of the 

card front with foam pads.

6
Add enamel dots randomly around 

the card front to � nish. 

1
Create a 10.5x14cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top. Select aqua 

striped paper and trim to 10.5x14cm. 

Attach to the card front. 

2
Resize Pisces digi image to measure 

10cm wide and print on white card. 

Trim image using the largest scalloped 

circle die from the set.

3
Colour the image using the Copic 

marker pens listed in the guide. 

4
Die-cut the snow drift three times 

from white card and layer together for 

What do I need?
 Making Cards & Papercraft Pisces digi stamp

 Computer & printer 

 White card

 6x6 Hearts & Stripes paper pad

 Copic marker pens (see guide below) 

 Stitched Mini Scallop Circle Stax die set & 

 Snow Drift Cover Up die by Die-Namics

 Die-cutting machine 

 Turquoise enamel dots 

Each issue, regular contributor Faye Wynn-Jones shows how she has interpreted a digi 

stamp representing that month’s star sign, showing how she has used colour to bring the 

image to life. Here at MC&P we love to provide you with free gifts, so each edition the 

digi stamp Faye uses will be yours to download for free! 

Colour the � ars 
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Pisces 19th February - 20th March.
Pisces are creative, imaginative and also idealistic and compassionate. 
They are sociable, romantic and creative. They rely on their intuition, 
are open to new ideas and dislike cruelty of any kind. 

Each month you will be able to 
download the digi stamp used in 

this project for free! Simply visit 
www.makingcardsmagazine.com
 And click on 'Blog' to download 

your Pisces stamp today! 

Free for 
every reader!

your Pisces stamp today! 

Next issue, Aries! 

Where can I buy it?
Paper pad & dies available from 

www.diestodiefor.com (020 8224 9101)

image to life. Here at MC&P we love to provide you with free gifts, so each edition the 

digi stamp Faye uses will be yours to download for free! 

Pisces are creative, imaginative and also idealistic and compassionate. 
They are sociable, romantic and creative. They rely on their intuition, 
are open to new ideas and dislike cruelty of any kind. 

Faye has selected this 
Die-namics die against 
aqua striped paper to 
cleverly represent the 

movement of water and 
the curves in the 
Pisces symbol. 
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PRIZES FOR YOU
Here’s your chance to win lots of fabulous products to boost your craft stash! 

To enter simply visit our website or send us your address on a postcard listing the 

giveaways you are interested in. The closing date for all entries is 23rd February 2019. 

COMPETITION

Make it shimmer and shine
Pentel’s Hybrid Dual Metallic gel roller pens are something a bit di� erent. Each pen 

gives you not one, but two di� erent shades, and it doesn’t involve � ipping between 

twin tips. Shimmering metallic ink ensures that - depending on whether you’re 

writing on black, white or coloured paper, and the angle at which you hold it - two 

di� erent shades will be apparent and Making Cards & Papercraft has � ve sets of eight 

pens to give away worth over £19 RRP each! Each wallet contains one each of every colour available: 

Black + Metallic Red, Violet + Metallic Blue, Blue + Metallic Green, + Green + Metallic Blue, Pink + 

Metallic Pink, Orange + Metallic Yellow, Gold and Silver. The hybrid ink � ows through a 1mm tip for 

super-smooth writing. 

Visit www.pentel.co.uk to � nd out more about these and other pens by Pentel. 

Create It Events    
Create It Events, the home of inspirational 

craft, hobby and art shows have kindly 

o� ered ten Making Cards & Papercraft 

readers a pair of tickets to their event 

on 18th and 19th May at Kent Event 

Centre Kent Showground! Joining them will be Create & 

Craft TV who will be hosting daily live demonstrations 

throughout the show. Why not go along and meet some 

of your favourite presenters whilst shopping from a range 

of brands as well as participating in one of the many Make 

and Takes as well as on stand demonstrations.

Visit www.createitevents.com to � nd a full list of 

exhibitors and more information. 

WON!

5collections to be pairs to be WON!

10 Win with Whimsy!   
We’ve teamed up with our friends at Whimsy 

Stamps to o� er � ve lucky readers a collection 

of top products from this fantastic brand! Each 

lucky winner will receive two clear stamp sets; 

Love Day Monsters and Crazy for Chocolate, and two die 

sets; Basic Stitched Oval and the Card Builder Window 

enabling you to make great cards for all occasions! 

For more information about Whimsy Stamps visit 

www.whimsystamps.com  

Enter online:

www.makingcardsmagazine.com
Or post your entry to: Prizes for You February, Making Cards, Warners Group Publications, West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 9PH. 

(Please state if you do not wish Warners Group PLC to contact you regarding their products or services that may be of interest or for your details to be shared with reputable third party companies)

For more competition information please visit www.warnersgroup.co.uk/competition-terms/

ENTER 
ONLINE!

WON!

5
sets to be 
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This subscription off er is only available on a monthly £2.99 Direct Debit. 
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Don’t miss out on our incredible content. You can join us in just 3 easy steps!
Then all you have to do is sit back, relax, and enjoy…
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MISSING ALL of 
AMAZING CONTENT…  

…  JUST A FEW 
CLICKS AND…  

…  IT’S HERE!

www.making-cards.uk/POPARTsub

…  AND I’M LOSING 
MONEY BY NOT 
SUBSCRIBING!

…  IT’S so 
easy!

Just £2.99!

Don’t miss out on our incredible content. You can join us in just 3 easy steps!Then all you have to do is sit back, relax, and enjoy…I CAN’T BELIEVE I’M MISSING ALL of AMAZING CONTENT…  

…  JUST A FEW CLICKS AND…  …  IT’S HERE!

www.making-cards.uk/POPARTsub

…  AND I’M LOSING MONEY BY NOT SUBSCRIBING!…  IT’S so easy!

Just £2.99!

Just £3.99!
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Designed by
Claire Manning 

for Thirsty Brush & Co 

STAMPING, EMBOSSING, STENCILLING 

Frosty mornings, fi rst buds and delicate blossoms - spring is a time of beautiful new beginnings. 

Claire Manning from new brand Thirsty Brush & Co shows how to create spring time cards 

using watercolouring against stencilled backgrounds and shares a little bit about her lovely company. 

Blooms by 
Thir� y Brush

About Thirsty Brush & Co...
Established in 2018, Thirsty brush & Co is a new brand 
on the crafting block, led by artist and crafter Claire 
Manning. Hand drawn, floral designs inspired by nature's botanicals take centre 
stage. Combining uplifting positive sentiments and modern colouring techniques, 
you too can 'craft happiness'. 
Claire tells us what inspired her springtime makes featured in this issue: 
"Spring is my favourite time of year! Those cool, still dark, morning walks and 
seeing the first buds peek out through the snow. Then, POW! Within a matter of 
weeks, the garden is bursting with pastel colours and the lawn is a carpet of 
blossom. The season is just so inspiring to me and drives a lot of my design ideas."
The full range is available at www.createandcraft.com and www.thirstybrush.
co.uk. Follow Thirsty Brush & Co on social media to stay up to date with new 
products, demonstrations and project ideas from Claire and her design team.

What do I need?
For all cards

 White & Kraft card 

Romance bloom   
All items above plus:

 Black card 

 From the Heart stamp & die set, Hand 

 Painted Stripes stencil by Thirsty Brush & Co

 Gold acrylic paint by DecoArt

 Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad  

 Zig Clean Colour pens by Kuretake

 Die-cutting machine

Watercoloured flowers using 
Kuretake pens! 

Using a shimmery watercolour paint, rather than a dry ink, 
allows the paint to bleed giving the perfect frosty look!

TECHNIQUE CHECK! 

NEW
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Romance bloom  

1
Create a 15.2cm square Kraft 

card blank.

2
Cut black card to 14.5cm square. 

Lay the stencil over the card and 

tape the stencil in place. Paint gold 

paint through the stencil in smooth side 

to side strokes. Remove the stencil and 

set aside to dry.

3
Stamp the three larger � owers on 

white card using black ink. To get a 

watercolour e� ect, scribble the Kuretake 

pens on a plate or your craft mat and 

dilute with a little water. Paint using teals 

and peaches for a springtime look. 

4
When dry, die-cut the � owers and shape 

the petals indicated by the die. Attach to 

the bottom left of the striped panel. 

Sending you cheerfulness   

1
Create a 15.2cm square Kraft card 

blank with the fold at the top. 

2
Cut black card to 14.5cm square. 

Lay the stencil over the card and 

low-tack in place. Apply the white gold paint 

from the Starry Colours set over the stencil 

foliage. Allow to dry for a minute or two and 

peel back the stencil. Leave to dry completely.

3
On a scrap piece of white card, 

paint a loose watercolour wash 

of peach paint. If you don’t have a 

watercolour paint, scribble a little 

water-based pen on a glass mat and dilute 

with some water to create a custom colour.

4
When dry, stamp the sentiment onto 

the washed card using embossing ink. 

Sprinkle rose gold embossing powder and 

set with your heat tool. 

5
Trim the sentiment to size, mount on 

Kraft card and � x to the centre of the 

stencilled card with foam pads. 

6
Use foam pads to attach the panel to 

the centre of the card front.  

What do I need?
Sending you cheerfulness  
All items at start plus:

 Black card

 Bright Colours & Blooms stamp set & Hand 

 Painted Foliage stencil by Thirsty Brush & Co

 Starry Colours Gansai Tambi watercolour 

 paints by Kuretake

 Rose gold embossing powder by Wow! 

5
Stamp a sentiment on white card, 

trim to size and mount on white 

glitter card. Fix to the bottom of the 

� owers with foam pads. 

6
Use foam pads to attach the panel to 

the centre of the card front.

You deserve bright colours 

1
Create a 14.7x21cm Kraft card blank. 

2
Cut white card slightly smaller than 

the card front. Lay the stencil over 

the bottom left of the card. Tape the 

stencil in place temporarily.

3
Apply gesso using a palette knife 

over the stencil in a loose, random 

manner. Scrape away any excess, 

peel back the stencil and set to dry.

4
Stamp two blossoms and a 

selection of foliage on white card 

using black ink. To get a watercolour 

e� ect, scribble the 

Kuretake pens on a 

plate or your craft 

mat and dilute with 

a little water. Paint 

the images using 

blossom-like pinks 

and greens. 

5
When dry, 

die-cut the 

� owers. Arrange in a 

cluster in the bottom 

left of the panel and 

secure in place, using 

foam pads to attach 

the � ower heads. 

6
Stamp a 

sentiment on 

white card, trim to 

size and mount on 

glitter card. Fix to 

the top right of the 

panel. Use foam pads 

to attach the panel 

to the centre of the 

card front. 

What do I need?
You deserve bright colours 
All items at start plus:

 Amaze Me Botanical Accessories stamp 
 & die set & Hand Painted Chevrons 
 stencil by Thirsty Brush & Co

 Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad  

 White gesso

 Zig Clean Colour pens by Kuretake
 Die-cutting machine

Where can I buy it?
Stamp & dies available from 

www.thirstybrush.co.uk 

Embossed background with white 
gesso on white card – simple yet 

effective for texture! 
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FEATURE

We’re all becoming more environmentally-aware and ethically-minded as time goes on, 

so read on to fi nd out how we can apply this fantastic mindset to our crating habits!

Crafting and the environment

Make-your-own materials

This is a two-for-one solution – you can 

prevent plastic wastage and save yourself 

some pennies at the same time! Take your old 

plastic water or milk bottles, plastic plates and 

similar items and use them to cut out stencil 

shapes like hearts and stars. These shapes can 

be reused as stencils for your cards over and 

over again. And, best of all, the designs can 

be totally unique! Many everyday objects that 

we tend to throw away can be used as craft 

materials: why not use washed aluminium 

foil, takeaway pots with foil and disposable 

roasting dishes to create stars, planets and 

moons! These can then be kept as a useful 

stash to use on any future cards. 

Save your stu� 

Save up your Christmas, birthday and 

general greetings cards from friends 

and family, as well as newspapers and 

magazine pages and store them away 

for a rainy day. When that day comes, 

get cutting and create your own collages, 

shapes and designs to use on all of your 

future cards, giving a real personal and 

eco-friendly touch to your greetings. 

I’m going to � x it!

You know those old pieces of jewellery 

that you keep insisting you’re going 

to mend one day? Admit defeat and 

repurpose them instead! Necklace charms 

make beautiful card embellishments and 

chains can be used for a really on-trend 

Steampunk look (turn to page 36 for a 

fabulous Steampunk-themed project!). 

Do your research 

Become more aware of what is recyclable and 

what is not – di� erent regions accept di� erent 

recyclable materials, so check with your local 

council (you can generally � nd a list on their 

website) as to which materials they recycle 

and which they don’t. Keep that in mind 

when shopping for new craft materials, being 

very careful to only buy recyclable materials 

or know how you’re going to use a non-

recyclable item to its fullest. 

Gift wrap

When you have torn the paper from your 

birthday presents, be sure to keep hold of 

it, as this is a material that people often 

mistake for being recyclable. Unless it is 

paper gift wrap, it cannot be recycled, 

therefore it is best for you to take the 

responsibility on yourself and make the 

most of the gorgeous patterns and papers!

Crafty shopping

We’re very practical here and we completely 

understand that reusing materials is 

not always feasible – how about glitter, 

embossing powders, inks etc? Well you’re 

in luck, as we’ve been out and sourced the 

best eco-friendly craft products out there! 

The opposite page features our top eco-

friendly shopping picks!

Your magazine...
Many of you might be questioning why a magazine is giving tips on how to be eco-friendlier, so we’ve added some 

facts about our printing company to show you how much is done behind the scenes to protect the environment!

Your magazine is printed by Warners Midlands Plc, a company that is highly eco-conscious. ISO 14001 

accredited (the criteria set out to help a company control their environmental aspects and reduce impacts etc), 

Warner Midlands Plc is audited every six months to ensure they meet the internationally recognised Standard for 

Environmental Management Systems. They have held Certifi cation to this Standard consistently since 2006. 

Waste-wise, Warners Midlands Plc has reduced their landfi ll waste in the past 15 years from 25% to less than 

0.05%! The company reuses and recycles more than 99% of materials used on site and utilises solar panels to 

contribute to their energy requirements. Staff  are even encourage to recycle everything down to their crisp packets! 

Please go to www.warners.co.uk/environment for more information. For common misconceptions 

about paper and the eff ect of employee’s commutes on the environment, have a look at this website: 

wwws.twosides.info/myths-and-facts.

The biggest issue with crafting is the environmental impact of materials such as glitter, 

which is made from tiny plastic particles called microplastics and is a potential ecological 

hazard, particularly in the oceans. Many people are unaware that something as tiny as 

glitter can be so harmful however, a recent study found that plastic was found in one-

third of UK-caught � sh. We then consume these � sh and end up consuming the plastic 

ourselves. There are alternatives to be found, as well as ways we can be more mindful 

about our eco-friendliness. Here’s a few ways of being more economical with our crafting...
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Shakespeare once wrote: “the earth has music for those who listen”, 
so we’ve taken his advice and found the best natural and recycled products 

to help keep your crafting eco-friendly. 

A4 recycled Kraft card 50 pack (£6.00)

A set of 50 sheets of high-quality, recycled card: 

an eco-friendly crafting essential!

www.hobbycraft.co.uk

Tree-friendly pencils (£4.80)The pencils in this pack are made from recycled paper, with a chic and stylish design that will add rustic charm to your stationery, all while helping the planet!
www.fredaldous.co.uk 

Nespresso X Caran d’Ache recycled ballpoint pen (£40.00) 

The perfect use for recycled co� ee capsules, this pen is 

brilliant for the eco-conscious writer.

www.paperchase.com

Hello GorgeousEco pouch set (£9.99)

These bright and colourful zippered pouches are 

made of recycled plastic tough enough to handle 

the sharpest of crafting tools!

www.searchpress.com 

The Earth Oil natural paints kit (£45.00)  These paints are harvested from sustainable plants around the world and are naturally non-toxic, packaged in biodegradable plastic bags and come with a non-toxic, plant-based paint thinner/brush cleaner. www.consciouscraft.uk

Personalised self-inking business card stampPerfect for the eco-minded business person, this stamp can turn any scrap of paper into a business card, saving the planet from the printing of 
thousands of new cards.

www.notonthehighstreet.com

Did you know pens can be 
eco-friendly too?!

Turn any scrap of paper 
into a business card!RYAN

LOVES!

The pencils in this pack are made from recycled paper, with a chic and stylish design that will add rustic charm 
with a chic and stylish design that will add rustic charm to your stationery, all while helping the planet!

www.fredaldous.co.uk 

Cosmic Shimmer biodegradable glitter (£4.99)

Regular glitter is created from microplastics and is 

extremely harmful for the environment, particularly 

marine life, so biodegradable glitter is derived from 

sustainable and environmentally-friendly raw materials 

that won’t cause harm if ingested.

www.creative-expressions.uk.com

Craft with a conscience

Eco Fun wrapping paper 1.5m (£3.00)

Add earthy style to your gift wrapping with this 

variety of colourful designs while also doing 

your bit for the environment.

www.hobbycraft.co.uk

Blockwallah printing blocks (£8.99)

These hand-crafted wooden printing blocks are created 

by skilled artists in rural India on sustainable hard Indian 

teak wood. Blockwallah is a strong advocate of ethical 

work practices and the empowerment of employees.

www.blockwallah.com 

Sustainable Home (£11.22) 

This inspirational and practical guidebook can help 

you extend your new-found eco-friendliness from 

your crafting to your entire home.

www.amazon.co.uk

Cotton ribbons bundle (£4.66)Being eco-friendly certainly doesn’t have to mean dampening your colour palette, as can be seen with these gorgeous 100% cotton ribbons, created from non-toxic dyes.
www.etsy.com 

Natural watercolour paintbox (£17.95)

This set contains 12 non-toxic plant-based 

watercolours made from highly concentrated 

plant extracts and food colouring that become 

beautifully vibrant when mixed with water.

www.consciouscraft.uk 

Super sparkly 
yet eco-friendly!
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DIE-CUTTING 

New contributor Janine Quinn made these masculine makes using three diff erent 

die-cutting lattice techniques; sticking die-cuts together for a randomly placed lattice, 

a linear lattice and a die-cut panel all inside a square frame. 

Die-cuts for men
NEW

Designed by
Janine Quinn 

About Janine...
"I've loved arts and crafts all my life and have tried all sorts of different things 
such as calligraphy, cross stitch, flower arranging and even face painting. I started 
cardmaking fourteen years ago after watching a craft channel and from there my 
crafty obsession started. My passion is stamping and colouring and I enjoy using all 
kinds of mediums especially alcohol markers and watercolouring products.  
I'm very active on social media (Instagram and Pinterest), plus I regularly 
participate in the many crafty Facebook groups I belong to. I really love what I 
do and adore meeting new crafters and learning new things. I'm currently on 
two design teams which keeps me pretty busy, as well as regularly sharing the 
projects I make on my blog, craftingcrackers.blogspot.co.uk." 

small stars from green card. Die-cut one 

very large and one medium star from blue 

card, plus several very small stars.

4
On the card inside, place one of the 

frames over the aperture and lightly 

draw around it - this will help you know 

how far to extend your design. Apply 

double-sided tape around the edges. 

5
Working from the card inside, 

place the large blue star in the centre 

of the aperture and tape it to the sides 

with removable tape. Start gluing medium 

green stars to each of the large star points 

and then out to the sides of the aperture 

- this will anchor the star. When the glue is 

dry you can remove the tape. 

What do I need?

For all cards
 Essentials Star dies by Die’sire for 

 Crafter’s Companion

 Star dies by Sizzix

 Square die by Tattered Lace

 Die-cutting machine

Random lattice

All items above plus:

 White, blue, green & aqua card 

 Glossy Accents

1
Create a 15cm square white card blank 

and die-cut the centre using a square die. 

2
Trim blue card to 13cm square and 

die-cut the centre using the square 

die used in Step 1 to create a frame. Repeat 

using white card to create a second frame. 

3
Using di� erent sized star dies, die-cut 

a selection of large, medium and 

Die-cut stars are stuck together by 
their points for a random lattice shape! 

Love this colour 
scheme for men! 

Try a more uniform, 
linear look! 

Random lattice
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6
Add more of the medium green stars 

to the edges of the aperture and 

towards the large star. Use the small green 

stars as � llers making sure that they touch 

other stars, creating a lattice.  

7
When � nished, rub out the pencil line 

from around the aperture and glue 

the white frame in place. 

1
Create a 14.5cm square black card 

blank and die-cut the centre using a 

square die. 

2
Trim black card to 13cm square and 

die-cut the centre out using the 

square die used in Step 1 to create a frame. 

Repeat to create a second black frame. 

What do I need?
Linear lattice
All items at start plus:

 Black, grey, pale grey & silver card 

 Silver mirri card 

 Hole punch

8
On the card front, glue the very small 

blue stars on top of the medium 

green stars. Layer a green and blue star to 

the centre of the large blue star. 

9
Add the blue frame to the aperture 

on the card front, then cover the card 

inside with aqua card. 

10
To complete, die-cut a very small star 

from green card, add Glossy Accents 

to it, and when dry add to the centre of the 

large blue star. 

Where can I buy it?
Essentials Star dies available from 

www.crafterscompanion.co.uk

(01388 663251)

1
Create a 15cm square white 

card blank. 

2
Trim brown card to 13cm square 

and die-cut the centre using a 

square die to create a frame.

3
Cut brown card to 12.5cm square, 

then die-cut stars into it starting 

with the largest at the bottom then the 

smallest at the top. Allow some of the 

stars to overhang the edges. 

4
Trim bronze card to 12.5cm square 

and � x the die-cut panel over the 

top. Attach this to the centre of the 

card front.

What do I need?
Die-cut panel
All items at start plus:

 White, brown & bronze card 

 Hole punch

3 
Use the medium star die to die-cut 

ten stars from black card, then � ve 

from pale grey, grey, silver and silver mirri 

card (thirty in total).

4
Glue � ve black stars together in a row 

by their points - use a lined craft mat 

to help you. Make sure the tips overlap in 

one direction.

5
Repeat Step 4 to create rows of stars 

in black, pale grey, grey, silver and 

silver mirri card.

6
Create a straight lattice e� ect by 

gluing the rows together starting with 

the black, then the silver mirri, silver, pale 

grey, grey, then black card again. 

7 
On the card inside, place one of the 

frames over the aperture and lightly 

draw around it. Apply double-sided tape 

around the edges and attach the lattice 

of stars. 

8
When � nished, rub out the pencil 

line from around the aperture and 

glue one of the black frames to cover 

the workings. 

9
Apply foam pads to the other black 

frame and � x around the aperture 

on the card front.

10
To � nish, punch out four tiny circles 

from silver mirri card and stick to 

each corner of the frame on the card front. 

5
Apply foam pads to the brown 

frame and attach over the top of 

the die-cut panel.

6
Finish by punching four tiny circles 

from bronze card and � x to each 

corner of the frame.  

Adapt the colour 
scheme to suit girls! 

Why not try 
different die-cut 

shapes! 

Linear lattice

Die-cut panel
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RUST EFFECTS, STAMPING, DIE-CUTTING 

Lots of love for 
Steampunk NEW

Designed by
Debbie von 

Grabler-Crozier 

About Debbie...
"I learned to love craft and creativity thanks to a dedicated Mum and Nana and I 
would bet large amounts of craft stash that they had no idea what a monster they 
were creating! From loving craft, I now live it and make something every day. I did 
train as a scientist and have a fair few university qualifications - ok, six ending 
in a Master's degree in Nutritional Biochemistry. In fact, when I am asked my 
hobbies, the main one is Quantum Physics. When your day job is actually stuff that 
others call a hobby, you have to think outside the box! I have written nine craft 
books and I have just signed for my tenth with Search Press (UK). I never want to 
give this up. The actual privilege of seeing something come to life under my hands 
is something that I cannot put into words. Finding out that people have loved my 
project enough to make it also leaves me speechless."

What do I need?
 White card 

 Kraft-Core Classic Collection by Tim Holtz  
 Scraps of chipboard, cereal packet and 

 other smooth pieces (not corrugated card) 
 Dapper stamp set by Stampers Anonymous
 Stitched Ovals die by Sizzix
 Industrial, Heartfelt, Hardware Findings 

 & Gadget Gears Bigz dies & Mechanics 
 3D embossing folder by Tim Holtz

 Die-cutting machine 
 Chalk Finish medium, Black Patent Leather 

 paint, Payne’s Grey, Russet, Georgia Clay 
 acrylic paint, & Black Shimmer Metallic 
 Lustre by DecoArt

 Old Paper & Walnut Stain Distress inkpads 
 Brushed Corduroy & Faded Jeans 

 Distress oxides

 Jet Black Archival inkpad 
 Quote Chips from the Idea-ology range 

 by Tim Holtz 

 Key charm 

 Twine

1
Create a 14.8x21cm white card 

blank. Cover the card front with 

patterned paper. 

2
Trim black Kraft-Core to 13.8x20cm, 

rub with sand paper to reveal some 

of the Kraft card underneath and attach 

to the centre of the card front.

3
Die-cut a selection of elements from 

chipboard/cereal packet and also a 

chipboard panel measuring 10.7x15.7cm 

(it is a bit of a messy technique so it makes 

sense to cut plenty and make the mess all 

at once). Some of the elements are better 

stacked so decide on this and glue them 

together as desired (Picture A). 

Steampunk is wonderful for masculine themed cards, so why not incorporate some steampunk into 

your Valentine’s cards this year? New contributor Debbie shows you how to make this look, 

by creating a rust eff ect over die-cuts using a selection of DecoArt paints! 

Don’t have these 
exact dies or 

stamps? As long 
as you can create 
the steampunk 
look you can 

choose your own! 
Make sure the dies 
are strong enough 

to cut through 
card though! 

Sew around the 
edges of the panel 

if you wish but 
do not aim to be 

super neat! 

This paint is 
lovely and 
thick and 

leaves raised 
areas which 

look like pitted 
corrosion when 

applied!

is something that I cannot put into words. Finding out that people have loved my is something that I cannot put into words. Finding out that people have loved my 

RYAN
LOVES!
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A B C

FD E

Create a rust effect...

Die-cut elements and emboss a panel from 
chipboard/cereal packet and stack together. 

Coat with a mixture of Payne’s Grey acrylic 
paint and Chalk Finish medium, 1:1. 

Splatter with Black Patent Leather paint. 

Dab Georgia Clay paint into the 
crevices. 

Apply Metallic Lustre to the raised 
areas with your finger. 

Paint with Russet, wiping some areas with 
a wet wipe. 

Ta dah!

4
Mix Payne’s Grey acrylic paint with 

Chalk Finish medium with a ratio of 

1:1 and coat the die-cut pieces and panel 

all over (Picture B).

5
Splatter with Black Patent Leather 

paint (Picture C).

6
Once the black paint is dry, paint with 

Russet but don’t cover completely. 

Wipe o�  some areas with a wet wipe 

(Picture D). 

7
The next layer is Georgia Clay 

and this is best put on with an 

old brush. Apply this in the crevices 

and not a full coverage (Picture E). 

The previous coats should be visible. 

Allow to dry.

8
Finally, you need to do some � nger 

painting! Use the Metallic Lustre 

for a graphite gleam on the raised areas 

(Picture F). When dry, attach the panel to 

the centre top of the card front. 

9
Die-cut a stitched oval using the 

second largest die from white card. 

Dab with Old Paper Distress ink, applying 

more to the edges. Layer Brushed 

Corduroy and Faded Jeans Distress oxides 

over the top. 

10
From the Dapper stamp set, stamp 

the man’s hat and upper body on 

white card and fussy cut. Lightly tint the suit 

and hat with Old Paper and Walnut Stain 

Distress inks and use foam pads to attach 

the two pieces to the oval with a rusted 

element in between. Attach the oval to the 

centre top of the embossed panel.

11
Fix a � lm strip across the bottom of 

the oval and hot glue the little key 

charm decorated with twine over the top.

12
Lightly sand the quote chip and ink 

with Walnut Stain. Attach under the 

� lm strip, then add another steampunk 

heart under the quote. 

More inspiration…
Sending a gift? Make sure it 
coordinates with your card!

Adorn a 
gift with a 
handmade 

tag! 

A gift box 
decorated with 
coordinating 

die-cuts, 
ideal for small 

presents! 

Where can I buy it?
DecoArt products available from 

www.makingcardsmagazine.com 

Sizzix products available from www.sizzix.co.uk

(0844 499 8181 or 44 (0) 845 345 2277 for outside UK)



TRENDING RIGHT NOW

T RENDING RIGHT NOW!
The most romantic day of the year is approaching and we’re head over heels for 

the best Valentine’s Day crafty picks: they’ll get you swooning! 

Raining Hearts stamp (£3.95)

www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk

Kaisercraft Blessed collectables (£5.95)

www.charmedcardsandcrafts.co.uk (02086 590737)

For that rustic feel!

Kaisercraft Everlasting paper 

pack with bonus sticker sheet (£9.95)

www.charmedcardsandcrafts.co.uk (02086 590737)

Personally Yours – Rosy Re� ections ultimate bundle (£20.97)www.hunkydorycrafts.co.uk (01772 272577)

Love is in the Air dome cardmaking kit (£5.99)www.crafterscompanion.co.uk (01388 663251)

Heart and arrow paper clips (£3.00)

www.paperchase.com (02033 224788)

100 x wooden hearts (3.99)
www.amazon.co.uk 

Made with Love heart shaker stickers 8 pack (£2.50)www.hobbycraft.co.uk (03300 261400)

Cosmic Shimmer Pink Fizz biodegradable glitter www.creative-expression.uk (01536 481778)
Perfect Prose A5 whopper topper pad (£9.99)

www.hobbybase.co.uk (01373 825825)
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Simple Stories Kissing Booth washi tape (£5.99)

www.heylittlemagpie.com (01925 244460)
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Designed by
Isha Gupta 

INKING, DIE-CUTTING

Regular contributor Isha has experimented with the Tim Holtz range of alcohol inks 

and created three diff erent cards using three diff erent techniques; blending the inks, 

using Alcohol Lift Ink to lift the ink and transfer it to another card, then using the 

transferred ink. Sounds tricky? Not at all when you follow our step by steps!

Applying alcohol ink 

Lift the ink 

1
Create a 10.8x14cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top.  

2
Use the Winnie & Walter die to 

die-cut Yupo paper. Add some alcohol 

blending solution to the panel and then 

add the alcohol inks a little at a time. 

Add more blending solution and move 

the paper around. Repeat the steps till 

you get the desired e� ect. 

3
Flick some alcohol ink using a brush 

for more texture. Let it dry for about 

5-7 minutes.

4
Apply gold foil, shiny side up, 

and burnish a little. The foil will stick 

to the tacky parts of the alcohol inks.

5
Stamp the � rst solid layer of � owers 

to the panel using Alcohol Lift Ink. 

Some of the alcohol ink will transfer to 

What do I need?
For all cards

 White card

 Yupo paper 

 Delicate Primrose stamp set by Altenew

 Gold foil by Wow! Embossing Powder

 Blending Solution by Tim Holtz

Lift the ink  
All items above plus:

 Hello Script stamp & die set by Altenew

 VersaMark inkpad

 Fuchsia & St. Valentine StazOn inkpads 

 Sunshine Yellow, Pink Sherbet, Watermelon, 

 Mountain Rose & Alcohol Lift Ink alcohol 

   inkpads by Tim Holtz 

 Essentials: Audrey Cutaways by Winnie 

 & Walter

 Metallic Gold Rich embossing powder 

 by Wow! Embossing Power 

Alcohol Lift Ink does what it says - it lifts ink. 
You can transfer this ink to another plain 

card and use to create another card.

Yupo paper is 
waterproof, 
extremely 
strong and 
durable – it 
won’t tear! 

Create texture on 
your background 
by adding various 

amounts of 
blending solution. 

Ink, and foil, 
sticks to the 

solution creating 
the texture! 

the stamp. Without cleaning the stamp, 

immediately stamp it onto white card 

(keep this white panel for the third card).

6
Keep stamping and lifting the ink and 

then transferring it to the white card 

until the whole background is � lled.

7 
Dab the lifted ink from the Yupo panel 

using kitchen towel and bu�  it with 

a soft cloth. You will be left with a ghost-

like image.

8
Stamp the � oral outline using 

StazOn ink on the places where 

the ink is lifted.

9
Stamp ‘hello’ using VersaMark ink on 

white card and emboss using gold 

embossing powder. Die-cut and attach 

across the panel. Fix the panel to the 

centre of the card front. 

WHAT IS 

YUPO PAPER?
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A B C D

Create your alcohol inked background...

Add alcohol inks and blending 
solution to Yupo paper. 

Lift the ink using Alcohol Lift 
Ink, this leaves a ghost image.

Stamp outline image onto the 
ghost image on the Yupo paper. 

Transfer the lifted ink to a 
white card panel.

Ta dah!

Blend the ink   

1
Create a 10.8x14cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top. 

2
Use the Winnie & Walter die to die-cut 

Yupo paper to use as the background. 

Add some alcohol blending solution to 

the panel and add the alcohol inks a little 

at a time. Add more blending solution and 

move the paper around.

3
Repeat Step 2 until you get your desired 

e� ect. Let it dry for about 5-7 minutes.

4
Apply gold foil to the panel, shiny side 

up, and burnish it a little. The foil will 

stick to the tacky parts of the alcohol inks 

and gives a subtle shine.

5
Stamp the � owers and leaves using 

Onyx Black ink. Add one more layer of 

stamping using Dew Drops & Parrot inks. 

Die-cut the � owers and leaves. Adhere the 

� orals to the panel to form a cluster.

6
Stamp and cut out the sentiment 

from black card. Adhere the sentiment 

to the right of the � owers. Add sequins 

randomly round the panel.Attach the 

panel to the centre of the card front.

What do I need?
Blend the ink  
All items at start plus:

 Delicate Primrose die set & Label Love 

 stamp set by Altenew

 Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad

 Citrus, Sunshine Yellow & Sail Boat Blue 

 alcohol inkpads by Tim Holtz

 Dew Drops & Parrot inkpads by Altenew

 Essentials: Audrey Cutaways 

 by Winnie & Walter

What do I need?
Transfer the ink
All items at start plus:

 Red card 

 Hello Script die set, Heart Beat & Parrot 
 inkpads by Altenew

 Onyx Black VersaMark inkpad

 Sunshine Yellow, Pink Sherbet, Watermelon, 
 Mountain Rose & Alcohol Lift Ink alcohol 
 inkpads by Tim Holtz

 Metallic Gold Rich embossing powder 
 by Wow! Embossing Power

Transfer the ink

1
Create a 10.8x14cm red card blank 

with the fold at the top. 

2
Follow Step 5 from the � rst card 

to create your lifted stamped 

� owers on white card measuring 

10.5x12.5cm. Keep stamping and lifting 

the ink and then transferring it to the 

white card until the whole background 

is � lled. This will create a subtle, 

watercolour type of e� ect. 

3
Stamp the outline of the � owers 

using Onyx Black ink. Stamp the 

inside of the � owers. Stamp some 

more tiny � owers using green ink 

to � ll the panel.

4
Stamp ‘hello’ on 

white card using 

Onyx Black ink and 

die-cut. Attach across 

the bottom of the 

panel, then � x the 

panel to the card front.

5
Apply some clear 

shimmer to the 

� ower centres.

Transferring the ink 
creates a pretty, soft, 

watercoloured look - ideal 
for spring flowers! Use 

Alcohol Lift Ink to take ink 
from one panel to another, 
use can then choose to use 

the panel with the lifted 
outlines or the panel with 

the ink your removed! 

Where can I buy it?
Yupo paper available from www.amazon.co.uk

Altenew stamp set available from 

www.bumbleberrys.co.uk (07825 708934)

TOP TIP!



5
Select various stamps to create 

backgrounds on each coin, using 

di� erent coloured Archival inks. Crosses, 

spots, circles, squares and numbers create 

useful marks that you can doodle on after 

with your black and white gel pens. 

6
Select a focal image for each of your 

coins from the stamp sets. You can 

use partial images too. Stamp with black 

Archival ink onto the mixed media card and 

cut around each outline. Use the Distress 

oxides to add colour by smearing each 

across your craft mat as before, picking up 

the watery colour with a paintbrush. Stick 

each focal image onto each coin and layer 

on the cardboard coins. 
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Designed by
Christine 
Cresswell 

ARTIST TRADING COINS 

Fancy creating a mini piece of art to swap with a 

crafty friend? Artist Trading Coins are a new version 

of Artist Trading Cards. Although you can use ready-

made papers, it is great fun to make your own!

Super to swap
NEW

1 
Die-cut several 6cm scalloped circles 

from cardboard (cereal packets are 

an ideal weight). Stick two or three of 

these circles together, depending on the 

thickness of the card. This will make a 

sturdy base to attach your � nished coin to. 

Put to one side to dry. 

2
Take two or three of the Distress 

oxides and smear each pad, face 

down, across your craft mat. Take care 

not to overlap the colours and spray 

lightly with water. Take one of the mixed 

media sheets and dab it lightly through 

the colours until you are happy with the 

results. Repeat with di� erent Distress 

oxides on the other A4 sheets. 

3
When dry, sprinkle one or two of the 

Infusions sparingly in di� erent areas 

across the oxides. Spritz lightly with water 

and watch the colours blend and merge. 

Add di� erent colours until you are satis� ed 

with the result. 

4
When the mixed media sheets are dry, 

die-cut 6cm circles from the inked 

sheets. You should be able to cut several 

from each sheet.

How do I make the coins?

Artist Trading Cards, or ATCs, are 
handmade and unique small cards - 
usually around 6.5x9cm in size - that 
are signed and dated on the back by 
the artist and exchanged or collected 
by those who participate in collecting.

What are Artist Trading Cards?
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What do I need?
 Mixed media card

 Cardboard

 Collage Ronds & Texte, Collage Nature, 
 Surimpression, Believe in Magic, Man & Bird, 
 There Are Always Flowers, Leafs, Texture aver 
 des Chuffres stamp sets by Carabelle Studio

 Salty Ocean, Mermaid Lagoon, Wilted Violet, 
 Dusty Concord, Fossilised Amber, Mustard 
 Seed, Carved Pumpkin, Picked Raspberry, 
 Broken China, Peacock Feathers, Lucky 
 Clover & Twisted Citron Distress oxides

 Violetta, Sleight Blue, In the Navy, Blackcurrant, 
 Golden Sands, Are you Cerise, Emerald Isle &
 A bit Jaded Infusions by PaperArtsy

 Black & white gel pens

 Various shades of Archival inkpads 
 6cm scalloped circle dies

 Die-cutting machine 

Use a selection of stamps 
and inks of your choice! 

Fun to make and 
swap with friends!  

Write your name/blog, date 
and title of each coin ready 

to swap with a friend!
Where can I buy it?

Carabelle Studio stamps, Distress oxides, mixed 

media card, black & white gel pens available from 

www.afth.co.uk (01423 873739)

PaperArtsy Infusions available from 

www.stampersgrove.co.uk

(0131 221 9440)

About Christine...
"I'm a retired teacher, mother and grandmother who loves spending many hours 
creating art. I have been crafting for about 12 years and though I enjoy exploring 
different media in my art projects I love creating mini art. I particularly enjoy 
collaborative art: Circle journals, swapping ATCs and now sharing these new 
Artist Trading Coins."

Use Distress oxides, Infusions 
and Archival inks to make these.
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Designed by
Deborah Wainwright

STENCILLING 

Deborah Wainwright has a wonderful range of stencils to create stylish cards for any 

occasion, just as she has done especially for our readers! Layer stencilled fl owers 

over a stencilled geometric background for a stunning look. 

Stylish � encilling

What do I need?

For both cards
 White scalloped card blanks 

 White card

 Silver glitter card 

 Essentials 1, Flowers 1 & Corners 1 stencils 

 by Deborah Wainwright

 Weathered Wood Distress oxide

 Cobalt Blue, Paradise Teal & Watering Can 

Archival inkpads

 Black alcohol marker pen

 Blue adhesive gems 

Stencilled leaves  

1
Trim white card to 9.7x13.5cm. 

Place the Essentials 1 stencil over the 

panel and dab with Weathered Wood. 

Apply a light but even pressure over the 

parts you want to use. Dry with a heat tool. 

Perfect for any occasion! 

2
Mask o�  the � owers in the Flowers 1 

stencil and apply Cobalt Blue Archival 

ink with heavy pressure over the leaves. 

Heat to set. 

3
Use a black alcohol marker pen to 

draw stems and join to the leaves.

4
Use the tips from the Corners 1 stencil 

to create plants growing along the 

bottom of the panel and colour with 

Paradise Teal and Watering Can ink. 

5
Flick Cobalt Blue ink over the panel. 

6
Mount the panel on slightly larger 

silver glitter card and � x to the front 

of your scalloped card blank. 

7
Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment, trim to size and � x to the 

bottom right of the card front. Add a blue 

gem to the sentiment to � nish. 
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Stencilled fl owers  

1
Follow Step 1 from the previous 

card to create a stencilled panel. 

2
Mask o�  the leaves from the Flowers 

1 stencil and apply Cobalt Blue ink to 

the � owers. Draw stems from each � ower 

with a black marker pen.

3
Add details to the � ower centres 

with Paradise Teal and Watering Can 

ink plus a white gel pen. Flick Cobalt Blue 

ink over the panel.

4
Mount the panel on slightly larger 

silver glitter card and � x to the front 

of your scalloped card blank.

5
Stamp or computer generate a 

sentiment, trim to size and attach 

to the bottom right corner of the panel. 

Add a blue gem to the sentiment. 

Where can I buy it?
Deborah Wainwright’s stencils available from 

www.debsartzone.co.uk 

Apply ink lightly to the geometric 
background, then more heavily for the 
flowers appearing in the foreground to 

make them stand out! 

When only using parts of a stencil, mask off 
the areas you don’t want to use with tape to 

prevent inking them by accident.

TOP TIP! 

More inspiration…
Love stencilling? Visit our website for two 
super stencils that will work wonderfully as 

an inked background on your card! 

Universal 

CHEVRON STENCIL

PERFECT FOR USE WITH ALL MEDIUMS AND FOR CREATING BRILLIANT BACKGROUNDS

WO
RT
H

£5.
99

11/01/2017   12:42

Chevron Stencil, £3.99

Moroccan Quatrefoil Stencil, £3.99
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Designed by
Soraya Sueiro-Lara 

for Crafter's 
Companion

EMBOSSING, DIE-CUTTING, INKING 

For cards full of depth and texture, take a look at these brand new embossing 

folders from Gemini for Crafter’s Companion. Cover the embossed panels 

with pretty pastel inks for stunning spring cards. 

Embossed beauties 

Basket weave embossing  

1
Create a 14x19cm Snow White 

card blank.

2
Cut an 11.5x16.5cm panel of Snow 

White card. Emboss with the Basket 

Weave embossing folder. Dab with 

Peacock Feathers around the middle, 

then Picked Raspberry around the edges. 

3
Run the blade of your scissors down 

the edges of the panel to create a 

distressed border. Mount on pale blue 

card, distress the edges and � x to the 

card front.

4
Die-cut the sentiment from black 

card. Fix on a white die-cut circle. 

Mount on a slightly larger circle die-cut 

from pale blue card with foam pads 

and attach to the bottom right of the 

card front.

5
Die-cut the Beautiful Border from 

Snow White card and trim away one 

� ower. Die-cut one side � rst and use the 

die again by � ipping it vertically. Add a 

pink gem to the centre and � x against the 

circles. Add a die-cut � ourish from Snow 

White card under the � ower. 

6
To � nish, create a large bow from 

blue ribbon. Attach a pearl to the 

centre and � x to the top left corner of 

the card front. 

What do I need?
For all cards

 Centura Pearl Snow White card

 Black card 

 Die-cutting machine

Basket weave embossing   
All items above plus:

 Centura Pastels card 

 Celebrate & Circle die by Gemini Essentials

 Beautiful Borders die by Die’sire 

 Basket Weave 3D embossing folder 

 by Gemini 

 Filigree Flourish die by Sara Signature 

 Picked Raspberry & Peacock Feathers 

 Distress inkpads

 Blue ribbon 

Team together two different 
embossing folders – use just 

a strip or a large panel! 

Apply a little clear 
nail polish to the 

end of the ribbon to 
avoid fraying! 

TOP TIP!
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Cable knit embossing   

1
Emboss an 8.3x11.2cm and 13.8x2cm 

panel of pale yellow card with the 

Geometric Triangles embossing folder. 

Emboss two 1.7x11.3cm panels of the 

same card using the Cable Knit folder. 

2
Dab Worn Lipstick ink over each of 

the panels and attach to each space 

on your stepper card. 

3
Die-cut the sentiment from black 

card. Fix to the middle panel. 

4
Add a paper rose to the bottom of 

the stepper, along with a � ourish 

die-cut from Snow White card.

5
Die-cut a butter� y from Snow White 

card. Add gems along the body, 

then randomly around the middle panel.

What do I need?
Cable knit embossing 
All items at start plus:

 Central stepper card blank 

 Centura Pastels card 

 Hello die by Simplistic Sentiments 

 Cable Knit & Geometric Triangles 3D 

 embossing folders by Gemini

 Die’sire Butterfly Easel Create-a-Card 

 die by Die’sire

 Filigree Flourish die from the Shabby Chic 

range by Sara Signature

 Paper rose

 Worn Lipstick Distress inkpad

Studded embossing 

1
Create a 21x13.8cm Snow White card 

blank with the fold at the top.

2
Cut Snow White card to 16.5x11.7cm 

and emboss with the Studded Leather 

embossing folder. Dab Shaded Lilac gold 

metallic ink over the panel. Add small 

gems to the union of the lines.

What do I need?
Studded embossing 
All items at start plus:

 Pink card 

 Circle & Scalloped Circle dies by Die’sire 

 Love die & Bridal Bouquet die by Simplistic 

 Sentiments 

 Doily Rectangle Overlay by Die’sire 

 Studded Leather 3D embossing folder 

 by Gemini

 Organza flowers

 Shaded Lilac Distress inkpad

 Gold metallic pigment inkpad by CC Midas

3
Die-cut two pieces of the Doily 

Overlay from gold card and discard 

the corners leaving a straight border. 

Attach the border behind the short 

sides of the embossed panel. Add large 

gems to the scallops in the borders. 

Mount on a slightly larger panel of the 

Snow White card and attach to the 

centre of the card front. 

4
Die-cut the sentiment from black 

card. Fix to a circle die-cut from 

gold card. Attach to a pink scalloped 

circle, then a white circle, using foam 

pads each time. Attach to the top right 

corner of the embossed panel. 

5
Add � owers against the circles 

with die-cut � ourishes from Snow 

White card. 

Where can I buy it?
All products available from 

www.crafterscompanion.co.uk (01388 663251)

Add gold ink to the embossed 
panel for a metallic sheen! 

Basket Weave embossing folder

Cable Knit & Geometric Triangles embossing folders

Studded Leather embossing folder
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Designed by
Jeni Machon 

STAMPING, DIE-CUTTING 

With Mother’s Day approaching, think ahead to what designs you may want to 

create. If funky and modern is more your style, take a look at these die-cut

 and stamped makes by regular contributor Jeni. 

Mother’s Day makes

What do I need?
For all cards

White card

 Nail Polish Bottle stamp & die, Shine On 

 stamp set & Truly Great Friends 

 die by Honey Bee Stamps

 Perfectly Penned stamp set by Concord & 9th

 Nuvo Crystal Glaze by Tonic Studios

 Die-cutting machine   

Colour using Distress oxides
All items above plus:

 Gold metallic card by Tim Holtz

 Sparkling Stars Confetti by Little Things 

 by Lucy

 Abandoned Coral Distress oxide 

 Copic marker pens (RV10, RV13, RV04, 

 W6, W9)

 Dual Tipped Blending Brush by Nuvo

 Vellum

Colour using Distress oxides  

1
Create an 11x14cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top.

2
Cut an 11x14cm panel of white card 

and repeatedly stamp ‘Sparkle’ and 

‘Shine’ over the panel in Abandoned Coral. 

Using an ink blending brush, add some 

colour in the middle to go behind the 

vellum and fade out towards the edges. 

Fix to the card front. 

3
Die-cut the Truly Great Friends die 

from white card, trim vellum to � t 

behind the frame and adhere to the centre 

of the card front. 

4
Stamp, colour and die-cut the nail 

polish bottle. Fix to the left of the 

frame with foam pads.

5
Stamp the sentiment and trim into 

a small banner. Adhere behind nail 

polish bottle. 

6
Glue Sparkling Stars to the nail polish 

bottle and add a layer of Crystal Glaze 

over the top. Add more stars on top of the 

glaze. Push some stars down slightly so 

they are under the glaze. Leave to dry.

7
Die-cut the bow from gold metallic 

card, assemble and add to the nail 

polish bottle when the Crystal Glaze is dry.

Love this shiny effect? Apply a layer 
of Nuvo Crystal Glaze by Tonic Studios 

over the top, great for glass bottles! 
Add two layers of foam pads under the 
bows to help keep the rounded shape.
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Colour using Copics

1
Create an 11x14cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top.  

2
Cut an 11x14cm panel of white card and 

randomly stamp the nail polish bottle 

over the panel. Colour with Copic marker 

pens and � x the panel to the card front.

3
Die-cut the Truly Great Friends die 

from white card, trim vellum to � t 

behind the frame and adhere to the centre 

of the panel.

4
Stamp, colour and die-cut the nail 

polish bottle. Attach to the left of the 

frame with foam pads.

5
Stamp the sentiment on white card 

and trim into strips. Adhere slightly 

under the nail polish bottle.

6
Add Wink of Stella glitter to the nail 

polish bottle and cover with Crystal 

Glaze. Leave to dry.

7
Die-cut the bow from purple glitter 

card, assemble and add to the nail 

polish bottle when the Crystal Glaze is dry.

What do I need?
Colour using Copics
All items at start plus:

 Purple glitter card

 Copic marker pens (V09, V15, BV08,

 V05, V06, V15, V17, W6, W9, C00)

 Wink of Stella clear glitter brush pen

 Vellum 

What do I need?
Colour using Distress oxides & Copics
All items at start plus:

 Bitty Patterns stamp by Honey Bee Stamps

 Salty Ocean & Tumbled Glass Distress oxide 

 Copic marker pens (B00, B02, B00, B02, 

 B05, W6, W9)

 Wink of Stella clear glitter brush pen

3
Die-cut the Truly Great Friends die 

from white card, colour the frame 

with the B05 marker (or a blue marker 

pen of your choice) and adhere the 

inside and frame to the centre of the 

card front.

4
Stamp, colour and die-cut two 

nail polish bottles and two bows. 

Stamp the sentiment on one bottle. 

Adhere the lighter blue bottle with one 

layer of foam tape and two layers of 

foam tape for the darker blue bottle. 

Attach the bows in place.

5
Add Wink of Stella glitter to the 

nail polish bottles and cover with 

Crystal Glaze. Allow to dry

Where can I buy it?
All supplies available from 

www.thelittlepapertree.com

Not just for Mother’s Day 
– adapt the sentiment for 
a teenage birthday card! 

Colour using Distress 
oxides & Copics 

1
Create a 14x11cm white card blank.  

2
Cut a 14x11cm panel of white card. 

Stamp the gingham pattern across 

the centre of the panel with Salty Ocean 

Distress oxide. Stamp ‘thanks for helping 

me’ above and below with Tumbled 

Glass ink and � x to the card front.
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Designed by
Lynn Stanborough  

INKING 

Apply a mixture of Distress spray stains and Dylusions ink sprays to blend and create 

new shades! How many colours can you make? This is a great way of saving money 

buying lots of diff erent inks! New contributor Lynn Stanborough shows you how...

Overlapping ink

Shades of blue  

1
Create a 10cm square white card blank 

with the fold at the top. Cut blue card 

to 9.7cm square, mount on black card and 

� x to the card front. 

2
Cut white card to 10cm square. 

Apply repositionable spray adhesive 

to the stencil and stick to the panel.

3
Using the the Distress stain and 

Dylusions spray listed, randomly 

apply over the stencil ensuring 

overlapping of each colour. Dab o�  the 

excess ink and dry with a heat tool or 

leave to dry naturally.

4
Remove the stencil and cut to 

9cm square. 

5
Replace the stencil over the panel 

and stick down with low tack tape. 

Use low tack tape to mask around the 

leaves. Use a palette knife to apply gel to 

the leaves. Remove the stencil and allow 

to dry naturally.

6
Mount on black card and � x to 

the card front with foam pads. 

Decorate with black gems. 

What do I need?
For all cards

 White card

 Leaves in a Canopy stencil by Ultimate 

 Crafts L’Aquarelle

 Stick & Spray repositionable spray adhesive

 3D translucent stencil gel

Shades of blue   
All items above plus:

 Blue & black card 

 Cherry Pie Dylusions spray 

 Broken China Distress stain 

 Black adhesive gems 

About Lynn...
"I have been crafting for about 21/2-3 years now. I love to papercraft and also have 
lots of fun letting loose on mixed media and home decor projects. I have recently 
given up my career as an Assistant Site Manager in construction to pursue my 
passion for craft. The crafting world is full of lovely people that share their 
projects and experiences and I am thankful to be a part of it.

I am active on facebook, twitter and pinterest as i love to keep up to date with 
crafty friends in the community and be aware of all the latest trends."

This is a great idea for creating backgrounds and is a fun way of achieving other colours with whatever stash you have.

Cherry Pie Dylusions spray and Broken China Distress stain overlap to create shades of blue and purple! 

JO
LOVES!

NEW
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Shades of red 

1
Create a 10cm square 

white card blank with 

the fold at the top. Trim red 

card to 9.5cm square and 

� x to the centre of the 

card front.

2
Follow Steps 2-5 from the previous card to 

create the inked panel. Mount on white card and � x to the 

card front at an angle.

3
Apply Wink of Stella over the leaves and allow to dry.

4
Mount three Big Chat words on red card and attach to the 

card front with foam pads at di� erent angles.

Shades of yellow  

1
Create a 10cm square 

white card blank 

with the fold at the top. 

2
Follow Steps 2-5 from 

the � rst card to make 

your inked panel. Mount 

on green card and � x to 

the card front. 

3
Cut out leftover stencilled leaves and layer on the panel with 

foam pads. 

4
Apply Wink of Stella over the layered leaves. 

Shades of green   

1
Create a 10cm 

square white card 

blank with the fold at 

the top. Trim green card 

to 9.8cm square and � x 

to the centre of the card 

front.

2
Follow Steps 2-5 

from the � rst card 

to make your inked panel. 

Mount on white card and � x to the card front with foam pads.

3
Trim a Big Chat sentiment to size and dab the edges with 

Peacock Feathers ink. Fix to the bottom right of the card front. 

4
Decorate the leaves with gems.

Create a 10cm square 

Follow Steps 2-5 from 

the � rst card to make 

Shades of green   

What do I need?
Shades of red   
All items at start plus:

 Red & green card

 Cherry Pie & Sunshine Yellow Dylusions spray 
 Broken China Distress stain 

 Wink of Stella 

 Big Chat Idea-ology by Tim Holtz

What do I need?
Shades of yellow   
All items at start plus:

 Dark green card 

 Cherry Pie & Sunshine Yellow Dylusions spray 
 Broken China Distress stain 

 Wink of Stella 

What do I need?
Shades of green  
All items at start plus:

 Green card

 Broken China Distress stain 

 Peacock Feathers Distress inkpad
 Sunshine Yellow Dylusions spray
 Clear adhesive gems 

 Big Chat Idea-ology by Tim Holtz

Where can I buy it?
Stick & Spray available from www.crafterscompanion.co.uk (01388 663251)

Stencil available from www.ebay.co.uk
A black/olive shade has formed by overlapping Broken China Distress stain, Cherry Pie Dylusions spray and Sunshine Yellow Dylusions spray! 

Broken China Distress stain & Sunshine Yellow Dylusions 

spray create shades of green – vary the amount 

of each ink for different shades of blue too! 

Sunshine Yellow Dylusions spray and Cherry 
Pie Dylusions spray overlap to create oranges! 

Broken China Distress stain & Sunshine Yellow 
Dylusions spray overlap to create a variety of greens!  





HUGE COMPET IT ION!
Making Cards & Papercraft has teamed up with one of 

the most popular craft brands around - My Favorite Things, 
to o� er six lucky winners an incredible bundle 

of their fantastic products! 

My Favorite Things is committed to bringing you high quality, innovative products that 
will stretch your creativity with their three-pronged approach: Their on-trend products will 

inspire you to get crafty, their team of amazing designers will spark your creativity and their 
weekly challenges will get you moving!

Each lucky winner will receive the Beautiful Bloom Stamp Set, Beautiful Bloom Die-namics, 
Beautiful Die-namics, Hello, Beautiful Stamp Set, Essential Slanted Sentiments Die-namics, 

Brilliant Blooms Stamp Set AND Brilliant Blooms Die-namics in a bundle worth over £58 each!

For more information about MFT, to view the full product range 
and for heaps of inspiration visit www.mftstamps.com 

WIN!

Enter online:

www.makingcardsmagazine.com

Or post your entry to: February HUGE COMP, Making Cards, Warners Group Plc, The Maltings, West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 9PH. 

(Please state if you do not wish Warners Group PLC to contact you regarding their products or services that may be of interest or for your details to be shared with reputable third party companies)

The closing date for entries is 28TH February 2018. No entries received after this date will be entered. The winners are picked at random and the editor's decision is � nal. 

For more competition information visit www.warnersgroup.co.uk/competition-terms/

Or post your entry to: February HUGE COMP, Making Cards, Warners Group Plc, The Maltings, West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 9PH. 

Enter 

online!



Take us 
with you 
wherever 
you go!

Take us with you 
wherever you go!

                www.pktmags.com/cards-digital19

JUST £2.99
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Designed by
Lesley Oman for 

Heffy Doodle 

STAMPING, DIE-CUTTING 

Stuck for Valentine’s Day ideas? Heff y Doodle have it covered! 

Especially if you are in need of ideas to send to children or fun pun cards! 

Lovely ideas 
from Heff y Doodle 

Adapt this 
stamp set for 

Easter! 

We ♥ this pun! 

Ink check! Watercolour Wilted Violet, Shaded Lilac and 
Tumbled Glass Distress inks to make this blended background! 

Send this 
Valentine’s card 

to a child! 
Or adapt for a 

child’s birthday!

Visit our blog for the 
instructions to these two bonus 
card projects, absolutely free! 

www.makingcardsmagazine.com

BONUS PROJECTS!
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Thank you bunnies 

1
Create a 14x10.8cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top. 

2
Stack four of the Imperial Stitched 

Rectangle dies, one inside the other, 

then move them slightly so they are skewed. 

Secure together in this position with some 

washi tape, then use the stack to die-cut some 

pink patterned paper and some in green. 

What do I need?
For all cards

 White card 

 Die-cutting machine 

 Alcohol marker pens of your choice 

Thank you bunnies  
All items above plus:

 Honey Bunny Boo stamps & dies, Party Palooza 

 stamps & dies, Imperial Stitched Rectangle 

 dies, Teach Me stamp set by Heffy Doodle

 Green & pink patterned papers 

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad 

 Nuvo Crystal Glaze & Crystal Drops 

 by Tonic Studios 

3
With the coloured frames you have 

created, rebuild your stack with 

alternating colours. Adhere to your card front. 

4
Stamp the bunnies from the 

Honey Bunny Boo set and the cake 

from the Party Palooza set. Colour with 

markers and attach to the card front with 

foam pads. 

5
Stamp ‘Thank you’ from the Teach 

Me set on the cake, then add Crystal 

Glaze to the cake icing. 

6
Finish by adding Crystal Drops 

randomly around the card front. 

Turtley awesome   

1
Create a 10.5x14.5cm white 

card blank. 

2
Use the second largest die from 

the Metric Stitched Rectangle 

dies to cut white card. Blend with 

Distress inks using a blending tool.  

3
Mix a ¼ teaspoon of Perfect 

Pearls with some water in a spray 

bottle. Spritz all over the Bubble 

Waves stencil, then place the stencil 

on top of the inked card. Peel away to 

reveal a bubbly shadow e� ect.

4
Use a smaller sized Metric 

Stitched Rectangle to die-cut a 

section from the middle of the inked 

panel to create a frame. 

5
Adhere the smaller panel to 

the centre of the card front and 

place a selection of sequins on top. 

Add acetate to the back of the frame 

and stick to the card front using foam 

pads, creating a shaker.

6
Stamp and colour the turtle, 

cut out and adhere to the shaker. 

Stamp the sentiments, cut out each one 

and attach to the top of the acetate. 

Be my valentine    

1
Create a 15x10.5cm white card 

blank with the fold at the top. 

2
Using washi tape, temporarily 

secure the Crosswalk stencil over 

the card front, then layer the Starfall 

stencil over the top. Ink through both 

stencils using Scattered Straw.

3
Remove the Starfall stencil and 

lightly add some more ink along 

the edges of the Crosswalk stencil, 

adding more colour to the top section. 

Remove the stencil. 

What do I need?
Be my valentine   
All items at start plus:

 Dino Time stamps & dies, Beary Big Heart 
 stamps, Starfall stencil, Crosswalk stencil, 
 Wingman stamps & dies by Heffy Doodle

 Scattered Straw, Spun Sugar, Twisted Citron, 
 Broken China, Shaded Lilac Distress oxides

 Grey striped paper

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad

 Washi tape

 Grey inkpad 

4
Stamp, colour and die-cut the 

dinosaurs and trees from the Dino 

Time set as well as the heart speech 

bubbles from the Wingman set.

5
Using a pencil, draw a curved line 

along some grey striped paper 

and cut along the curve. Attach to the 

bottom of the card front and trim � ush. 

Adhere the dinosaurs, trees and speech 

bubbles on top with foam pads.

6
Stamp a sentiment at the top of 

the card front with grey ink. 

What do I need?
Turtley awesome  
All items at start plus:

 Metric Stitched Rectangle dies, Shellabrate 
stamps & dies, Bubble Waves stencil, Strips 
of Ease dies by Heffy Doodle

 Blueprint Sketch, Mermaid Lagoon & 
Tumbled Glass Distress oxides

 Perfect Pearls by Ranger

 Sequins

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad 
 Acetate
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I love you beary much   

1
Create a 14x11cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top. 

2 
Cut watercolour card the same size as 

the card front, then using a blending 

tool add Wilted Violet at the bottom, 

Shaded Lilac in the middle and Tumbled 

Glass above, fading into white.

3
Stamp the heart from the Oceans 

of Love stamp set all over the panel. 

Adhere to the card front. 

4
Stamp a sentiment at the top of the 

card front, bending it slightly on your 

acrylic block to get a curved e� ect.

Some bunny awesome 

1
Create a 12.5cm square white card 

blank. Die-cut a heart from the card 

front to create an aperture. 

2
Using an ink blending brush, 

apply some Lime Rickey ink to 

the card front, near the bottom. 

3
Stamp, colour and die-cut some 

bunnies and lots of carrots from 

the Honey Bunny Boo stamp set.

What do I need?
I love you beary much  
All items at start plus:

 Teacher’s Pet stamps & dies, Beary Big 
 Heart stamps set, Stitched Strips of Ease 
 dies, Oceans of Love stamps by Heffy Doodle

 Watercolour card

 Shaded Lilac, Wilted Violet & Tumbled 
 Glass Distress inkpads 

What do I need?
Some bunny awesome 
All items at start plus:

 Honey Bunny Boo stamps & dies, Low Tack 
 Memo Tape by Heffy Doodle

 Lime Rickey inkpad by Catherine Pooler
 Crystal Drops by Tonic Studios 
 Heart dies by Xcut

 Acetate

 Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad

 Glossy Accents 

4
Using the heart shape as a guide, 

adhere the carrots to the card 

inside in the shape of a heart.

5
Cover the back of the aperture with 

acetate, then attach the bunnies to 

the bottom of the card front. 

6
Finish by adding Crystal Drops 

around the card front.

5
Use the Stitched Strips of Ease set to 

die-cut a sentiment strip, then stamp 

a sentiment in the middle. Attach across 

the bottom of the card front. 

6
Stamp, colour and die-cut the bear 

from the Teacher’s Pet stamp set and 

adhere to your card front with foam pads. 

Where can I buy it?
Heff y Doodle products available from 

www.he� ydoodle.com 

FREE EMAIL 
NEWSLETTER

& PAPERCRAFT

www.making-cards.uk/
SAYHELLO

So what are you waiting for?

COME AND SAY HELLO!

FREE digital 
bonus craft papers

FREE projects

EXCLUSIVE 
sneak peeks at our 

crafty content

COMPETITIONS

SPECIAL 
OFFERS

at exclusive prices

SHOPPING 
GUIDES

to the best bargains

TOP TIPS
and interviews

READER 
MAKES

and community updates



Sky 683
Freeview 23
Virgin 748
Freesat 813

9thMarch 2019

Gateshead
International

Stadium

Tel : 01623 818910 Facebook : createitevents

Create it North East Create it Kent
18th - 19th
March 2019

FREE PARKING
Loads of Make and Takes and Demonstrations

from many of your crafting experts

www.createitevents.com

in partnership with

Nominated for
Best Show 2018

Kent Event Centre, Kent showground

www.createandcraft.com
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Designed by
Keren Baker

The focal point of the image is the heart and Keren has re-created this 
with a die-cut heart aperture in the centre of her card, emphasised with 
the gold embossed ‘love’ sentiment. Keren has found a similar Fairisle 
pattern to that on the gloves to stamp around the 
aperture. The red and yellow card emulates the 
hues seen in the image from the sunset.

YOUR COLOUR PALETTE:

USING COLOUR

6
Add some white and yellow drops 

around the design. Stamp and gold 

heat emboss the sentiment in the centre 

of the heart to � nish.

1
Create a 14x15cm card blank. 

Trim red card slightly smaller 

than the card front and mount on 

yellow card. 

2
Stamp then white heat emboss 

the pattern, creating � ve rows.

3
Die-cut a heart from the centre. 

Die-cut some of the matching pattern 

from around the heart.

4
Adhere some pieces of yellow card 

behind the patterned cut outs.

5
Add foam pads to the reverse of 

the panel and adhere to the 

card front.

What do I need?
 White, red & yellow card 

 Nuvo Clear Mark inkpad & Heart dies 

 by Tonic Studios

 Holiday Cheer Tags stamp set & Cozy 

 Christmas die set by Concord & 9th

 Occasion Calligraphy stamp set 

 by Clearly Besotted

 White & gold embossing powder

 Dandelion Yellow Crystal Drops & White 

 Blizzard Glitter Drops by Tonic Studios

Where can I buy it?
Concord & 9th products available from 

www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk 

Rub an anti-static pad over the card before 
stamping to avoid getting extra flecks of 

embossing powder on the card.

Each issue one of our contributors is given the challenge of using a photo representing that 

month and creating a card using what they see. This edition Keren Baker has made 

this pretty embossed design using a heartfelt photo. 

Inspired by the season

FEBRUARY 
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TOP TIP!
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To advertise please contact 

Melanie Batterbee on 07795 963694Craft Shop Directory

See page 29 
for our latest 

subs offer.

Don’t forget to pick up your next 

issue of Making Cards on sale 

Friday 22nd February

CLASSIFIEDS

County Durham

amandahaywood5@aol.com

call for more information
01243 607968

cLassEs Now oN

KIMBOLTON
Ouse Road • Bicton Industrial Park 

• PE28 0LP
Tel: 01480 862850

• CRAFT & CARD MAKING SUPPLIES •
Visit our showroom for Project Ideas 

& Inspiration
Open Monday – Friday 10am – 3pm

Or Shop Online at
www.graftoncrafts.co.uk

High Street,  
Deeping, P’boro, 

PE6 8EB  Tel: 01778 344550
www.riversidecrafts.co.uk

For all your cardmaking, scrapbooking
and beading supplies.
Find us on Facebook

www.facebook.com/dalexkrafts

Stamps and Stamping 
with a difference.

Combining the visual and unusual
for a complete image experience.
Broaden your stamping horizons!
Workshop and one to one classes

available. Mail order. 
For info pack or if visiting, 

please call first. 
Tel: 023-92553027

7 Marischal Street,
Peterhead AB42 1BS
Tel: 01779 405055

www.angelcakesandcrafts.co.uk

Beads and findings. Large
selection of rubber stamps.
Suppliers of Kanban, Stix2,

Sizzix, Nestabilities and
much more!.

Open 10 - 4.30pm. Other
times by appointment only.

Pennyholme Crafts
We are one of the oldest craft

shops in the area.
Pop in and pay us a visit, 

for all your crafting needs!
Open Mon-Sat 9.30am-4pm

Come and see us at
22 Market Street, 

Eckington, Sheffield

Tel: 01246 431600

Creativity 
Cards & Crafts
6 The Labyrinth, 7 Mark Lane,

Eastbourne, BN21 4RJ
Tel: 01323 439769

creativitycardsandcrafts.co.uk

Crafty Nook
Wide variety of well-known brands for your

card making needs 
Free friendly advice for every customer
• Lavinia Stamps   Creative Expressions

• Crafters Companion 
Unit 27, Durham Indoor Market

Durham City DH1 3NJ
TELEPHONE 0191 374 0877

or 07540 829914
Open 9am-4.30 Mon to Sat.

Knit

Paper craft sale now on!

The New Forest's leading
Papercraft retailer

02380 283199
www.emeraldcrafts.com

@

Busy Hands

www.busyhandscrafts.co.uk

Over 10000 items in stock,
free gifts and low prices

(Cardmaking, scrapbooking & cross stitch)

www.bluebellgirls.co.uk

Card Making - Scrapbooking - Patons Wool - Knitting
Promarkers stockist - Needles & Patterns 

- Cross Stitch Kits - DMC Threads
1 Moor Street, Spondon Derby, Derbyshire DE21 7EA

Tel: 01332 662724
www.crafty-supplies.gbr.cc

Pear Tree Yard
Craft Shop & Therapy Clinic
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•

Cambridgeshire

83 High Street

Market Deeping

P'boro' PE6 8ED

Tel: 01778 344550

Open 7 days a week

www.riversidebeads.co.uk

www.riversidecrafts.co.uk

Somerset

SOMER CRAFT ADDIX
For all your papercrafting needs!

WEEKLY WORKSHOPS AND CRAFT CLUBS

• Imagination Crafts • Crafters Companion 
• Woodware • Creative Expressions•    

Iris Folding and much more!

Now stocking Stylecraft yarns!

Opening times 
Tues, Weds, Thurs, Fri 10am-4.30pm

• Sat 10am-2pm
Unit 6 Rookery Farm, Binegar, 

Radstock BA3 4UL

01749 840567 • 07739 048679

stores.ebay.co.uk/Somer-Craft-Addix

amandahaywood5@aol.com

call for more information
01243 607968

cLassEs Now oN

KIMBOLTON
Ouse Road • Bicton Industrial Park 

• PE28 0LP
Tel: 01480 862850

• CRAFT & CARD MAKING SUPPLIES •
Visit our showroom for Project Ideas 

& Inspiration
Open Monday – Friday 10am – 3pm

Or Shop Online at
www.graftoncrafts.co.uk

High Street,  
Deeping, P’boro, 

PE6 8EB  Tel: 01778 344550
www.riversidecrafts.co.uk

For all your cardmaking, scrapbooking
and beading supplies.
Find us on Facebook

www.facebook.com/dalexkrafts

Stamps and Stamping 
with a difference.

Combining the visual and unusual
for a complete image experience.
Broaden your stamping horizons!
Workshop and one to one classes

available. Mail order. 
For info pack or if visiting, 

please call first. 
Tel: 023-92553027

7 Marischal Street,
Peterhead AB42 1BS
Tel: 01779 405055

www.angelcakesandcrafts.co.uk

Beads and findings. Large
selection of rubber stamps.
Suppliers of Kanban, Stix2,

Sizzix, Nestabilities and
much more!.

Open 10 - 4.30pm. Other
times by appointment only.

Pennyholme Crafts
We are one of the oldest craft

shops in the area.
Pop in and pay us a visit, 

for all your crafting needs!
Open Mon-Sat 9.30am-4pm

Come and see us at
22 Market Street, 

Eckington, Sheffield

Tel: 01246 431600

Creativity 
Cards & Crafts
6 The Labyrinth, 7 Mark Lane,

Eastbourne, BN21 4RJ
Tel: 01323 439769

creativitycardsandcrafts.co.uk

Crafty Nook
Wide variety of well-known brands for your

card making needs 
Free friendly advice for every customer

• Spellbinder • Grand Calibur
• Crafters Companion 

Unit 27, Durham Indoor Market
Durham City DH1 3NJ

TELEPHONE 0191 374 0877
or 07540 829914

Open 9am-4.30 Mon to Sat.

Knit

Paper craft sale now on!

The New Forest's leading
Papercraft retailer

02380 283199
www.emeraldcrafts.com

@

Busy Hands

www.busyhandscrafts.co.uk

Over 10000 items in stock,
free gifts and low prices

(Cardmaking, scrapbooking & cross stitch)

www.bluebellgirls.co.uk

Card Making - Scrapbooking - Patons Wool - Knitting
Promarkers stockist - Needles & Patterns 

- Cross Stitch Kits - DMC Threads
1 Moor Street, Spondon Derby, Derbyshire DE21 7EA

Tel: 01332 662724
www.crafty-supplies.gbr.cc

Pear Tree Yard
Craft Shop & Therapy Clinic

Huge selection of Card-making and Scrapbooking 
materials - Peel-offs from 25p, A4 card and paper 

from 4p, envelopes from 2p, embellishments, 

stickers, tools, beads, buttons, jewellery findings, 
ribbons, braids, material and much, much more, 

all at bargain prices!

New stock arriving every week!

Open to the public Monday–Saturday 9am - 5pm, 
Open the 1st Sunday of every month 10am - 4pm.

Pear Tree Yard, 36 Station Road, Sandiacre, Notts 
NG10 5AS (Just off M1 Junction 25)

Tel: 0115 949 7411

crafts@peartreeyard.co.uk

www.peartreeyard.co.uk
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Nottinghamshire

amandahaywood5@aol.com

call for more information
01243 607968

cLassEs Now oN

KIMBOLTON
Ouse Road • Bicton Industrial Park 

• PE28 0LP
Tel: 01480 862850

• CRAFT & CARD MAKING SUPPLIES •
Visit our showroom for Project Ideas 

& Inspiration
Open Monday – Friday 10am – 3pm

Or Shop Online at
www.graftoncrafts.co.uk

High Street,          
Deeping, P’boro, 

PE6 8EB     Tel: 01778 344550
www.riversidecrafts.co.uk

For all your cardmaking, scrapbooking
and beading supplies.
Find us on Facebook

www.facebook.com/dalexkrafts

Stamps and Stamping 
with a difference.

Combining the visual and unusual
for a complete image experience.
Broaden your stamping horizons!
Workshop and one to one classes

available. Mail order. 
For info pack or if visiting, 

please call first. 
Tel: 023-92553027

7 Marischal Street,
Peterhead AB42 1BS
Tel: 01779 405055 

www.angelcakesandcrafts.co.uk

Beads and findings. Large
selection of rubber stamps.
Suppliers of Kanban, Stix2,

Sizzix, Nestabilities and
much more!.

Open 10 - 4.30pm. Other
times by appointment only.

Pennyholme Crafts
We are one of the oldest craft

shops in the area.
Pop in and pay us a visit, 

for all your crafting needs!
Open Mon-Sat 9.30am-4pm

Come and see us at
22 Market Street, 

Eckington, Sheffield

Tel: 01246 431600

Creativity 
Cards & Crafts
6 The Labyrinth, 7 Mark Lane,

Eastbourne, BN21 4RJ
Tel: 01323 439769

creativitycardsandcrafts.co.uk

Crafty Nook
Wide variety of well-known brands for your

card making needs 
Free friendly advice for every customer

• Spellbinder • Grand Calibur
• Crafters Companion 

Unit 27, Durham Indoor Market
Durham City DH1 3NJ

TELEPHONE 0191 374 0877
or 07540 829914

Open 9am-4.30 Mon to Sat.

Knit

Paper craft sale now on!

The New Forest's leading
Papercraft retailer

02380 283199
www.emeraldcrafts.com

@

Busy Hands

www.busyhandscrafts.co.uk

Over 10000 items in stock,
free gifts and low prices

(Cardmaking, scrapbooking & cross stitch)

www.bluebellgirls.co.uk

Card Making - Scrapbooking - Patons Wool - Knitting
Promarkers stockist - Needles & Patterns 

- Cross Stitch Kits - DMC Threads
1 Moor Street, Spondon Derby, Derbyshire DE21 7EA

Tel: 01332 662724
www.crafty-supplies.gbr.cc

Pear Tree Yard
Craft Shop & Therapy Clinic
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Hampshire

Sussex

Unit 6 Laura House, Jengers Mead

Billingshurst, West Sussex RH14 9NZ

01403 784674

Shop opening hours 9.30am-5pm Mon-Sat

www.craftysnippets.co.uk

 Stamps from: Chloe , Crafty Indiviuals, 

Creative Expression, Hobby Art, John Next 

Door, Kay Carley, Lavinia, Woodware. 

Dies from: Chloe, Creative Expressions, 

Find It Media , John Next Door, Marianne 

Designs,Sizzix/Tim Holtz, Sweet Dixie, 

Tattered Lace (50% off ) 

Graphic 45, Imagination stencils & 

rice paper, Craftwork Cards products, 

craft kits, paints and so much more!

Crafty Snippets

Cheshire

Crafters Corner

Stamping, Decoupage, 

Crafter’s Companion, Creative 

Expressions, Clarity Stamps, 

IndigoBlu and much more.

Card making classes.

www.crafterscorner.co.uk

16 Raddle Wharf, Ellesmere Port, 

Cheshire, CH65 4FY

Closed Mondays

0151 356 5315

Channel Islands-Guernsey

Ouse Road • Bicton Industrial Park • 

Kimbolton • PE28 0LP

 Tel: 01480 862850

• CARD MAKING & SCRAPBOOKING SUPPLIES •

• WEEKLY WORKSHOPS & DEMO DAYS •

Visit our showroom for Project Ideas & Inspiration

Open Monday – Friday 10am – 3pm

1st Saturday of  the Month 9am – 2pm

Or Shop Online at

www.graftoncrafts.co.uk

Busy Hands
Unit 4 The Fairground Craft & Design Centre, 

Weyhill, Andover,  Hampshire SP11 0QN

Tel: 01264 771454

www.busyhandscrafts.co.uk

Adult and childrens classes. 

Please call or visit website 

for further details. 

Opening times: Weds to Sun 

10am-4pm

www.craftworkgarden.co.uk

Where creativity grows...
www.thefruitpixie.co.uk

FREE UK P&P  (ON ALL ORDERS OVER £10)
Large range of Vintage Ephemera online!

Also Etsy store. 

Web Directory

Yorkshire

Yorkshire

Cumbria
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Our unique products for
your unique cards

Suppliers of cardmaking,
scrapbooking and 

bridal craft products.
Free gift on orders over

£7.50 
(before shipping costs)

Safe and secure shopping
www.e-crafts.co.uk                      
tel: 01384 230000

Perfect Parchment Craft
www.perfectparchmentcraft.com

Tel: 01981 251279
Free UK deliveryPergamano - PCA

High Street,          
Deeping, P’boro, 

PE6 8EB     Tel: 01778 344550
www.riversidecrafts.co.uk

For all your cardmaking, scrapbooking
and beading supplies.
Find us on Facebook

www.facebook.com/dalexkrafts

Creativity 
Cards & Crafts
6 The labyrinth, 7 Mark lane,

eastbourne, Bn21 4RJ
Tel: 01323 439769

creativitycardsandcrafts.co.uk

Craft & Gift store
Rubber Stamping, Cardmaking, 

Scrapbooking and Beading
Pergamano stockist

online at: www.itsonceuponatime.co.uk
• Gift Vouchers •

103 High Street, Cricklade, Wiltshire SN6 6AA
01793 759280

Bizzyfingers
19A 1st Floor, 

Aberafan Shopping Centre,
Port Talbot  SA13 1PB

Tel: 01639 892253
Free Christmas Demo day 

with Tonic Studio, on Sat 20th
Sept 10.30 am to 3.30pm

All welcome!

amandahaywood5@aol.com

call for more information
01243 607968

classes now on

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL
PARCHMENT CAMP

Run by the 
Parchment Network WA Inc

To be held in Perth,
Western Australia

Thurs 14th - Sun 17th May 2015
Guest tutor is 

Kannikar Sukseree
For more information contact
Jo :  weir2135@bigpond.com

Margaret :
m.hamilton2@bigpond.com
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Don’t forget to visit our website 
for crafts, doll’s house 

and model railway

https://stores.ebay.co.uk/furness

-crafts-and-model-railways

54 Cavendish St, 

Barrow-in-Furness 

Cumbria LA14 1PZ

CRAFTY HOBBIES

Suffolk

www.papermaze.co.uk

The Granary, Grange Farm, 
Otley, Ipswich IP6 9NS

Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday 
9.30am-3pm

Other times by appointment.

01473 892195

West Midlands

FOR ALL YOUR 

CRAFT SUPPLIES

Unit C1, The Mill, Stuart Works, 

The High Street, Wordsley DY8 4FA

Open: Monday-Saturday 10am til 5pm

Sunday 11am til 5pm

Tel: 01902 897096

www.sunrisecrafts.co.uk

Online

London

Northamptonshire

We stock a great selection 
of  crafting products from top 

manufacturers.

We run a variety of  classes and 
all-day workshops, or more 

information visit our Facebook 
events page Facebook or give 

us a call on 01604 717922. 

boxofdelights.shop

Wiltshire

Laser cut and Engraved Birch Ply 
& Acrylic. Bespoke makes. 

Art & craft supplies

Email: tiger.lily.crafts66@gmail.com
FACEBOOK: tiger lily laser and crafts

Phone: 07939 929237

We are at: Laydbird Shopping Village, 
Matlock Bath, Derbyshire, every Sat & Sun

Exhibitor at: Create it, Kent, 19th & 20th May

Stamp Magic, Doncaster, 3rd June

WWW.TIGERLILYCRAFTS.CO.UK

BLADE 

RUBBER CRAFT

12 Bury Place, London, 
WC1A 2JL 

TEL: 0207 831 4123
Open Mon to Sat 

10.30am-6pm Sun 12-6pm
www.bladerubbercraft.co.uk
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Reach out to thousands of crat ers by placing your advert 
online at  www.making-cards.uk/crat shopdirectory

Want more people to see your advert? 
Add your classified to our online directory! 

Contact Melanie Batterbee on 07795 963694 or email 
melanie.batterbee@warnersgroup.co.uk for more details.

CARD MAKING WEEKEND BREAKS 

PLEASE PHONE FOR INFORMATION:

01253 623059/01253 625065

in Blackpool
Marge & Terri invite you to 

a weekend of Home From 

Home Card making in Blackpool.

Share your ideas and learn new techniques of Card 

making during a fun � lled weekend. Friday to Sunday.

EXCLUSIVELY available from

www.katzandcocraft.co.uk
Unit 1 The Balcony, The Market Hall, Tennant Street, 

Derby DE1 2DB Tuesday to Saturday 9 till 4.30. Closed Mondays.

Mail order available. 07507 980313 

FACEBOOK -Katz & Co. Craft

Unique, Quirky & original designs
by artist and designer Kate Collins

Creations By Rod

Handmade Storage Solutions for Crafters

Now in our 11th year of designing, hand building and
supplying storage for crafters

Available to order now from my website
 (www.creations-by-rod.co.uk).

Payments are handled via PayPal.

Printable catalogue in .PDF format is available free to
download from my website.

Creations By Rod, Dept MC, A7 East Northdown Farm,
Margate, Kent CT9 3TS

www.creations-by-rod.co.uk
Craft Storage Units

Price from: £45.95 each (inc FREE postage UK mainland)
10% discounts available for orders of 3 or more!

For IKEA KALLAX/EXPEDIT & similar Cubes
(CAN ALSO BE USED FREE STANDING)

20 different units available for storing paper, pens,
pencils, markers, ribbons, cutting dies, punches, ink
pads, embroidery threads and general “stash”, etc!

The

Craft Box

Classes & workshops | Open 7 days
The Craft Box, Elsecar Heritage Centre
Wath Rd,, Elsecar, Barnsley, S74 8HJ

Tel 01226 350532  | www.thecraftbox.biz

Visit us in our 

large spacious workshop

NEVER MISS AN ISSUE 

Download all back issues at:  
www.pktmags.com/cards-backissues
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INTERVIEW

Sammy Gorin is an independent artist who expresses her creativity though acrylic paint pouring, 
alcohol inks and marker illustrations. Although based in Boston, USA, she has taken art classes 
worldwide giving her international experience. We talked to Sammy about how she creates her 
wonderful pieces of work and asked her to share her top tips and techniques!   

Sammy Gorin 
We talk to...

with them without gripping a pencil or 

paintbrush. I quickly fell in love!

What a positive outcome! Does working this 
style come with technical diffi culties? 
Acrylic pouring and alcohol inks appear 

easy, but once you get started, you soon 

realize they’re quite tricky. It took me 

dozens of tries to � nally � gure out the 

correct way to do things. I wouldn’t say 

they’re di�  cult techniques, but they do 

require lots of practice and a greater 

understanding of colour theory. 

A technique for the patient then! 
What kind of inks or paints do you use?
I use a mix of Copic Various inks, Tim Holtz 

Ranger inks, Jacquard Pinata alcohol inks, 

Art-C alcohol inks, Brea Reese alcohol 

inks and Liquitex pouring medium. I have 

links to all of my recommended products 

and materials in my Instagram bio and on 

my blog.  

How about the tools that you use?
When I’m working on my alcohol ink 

pieces, I use a mix of inks, blending 

solution, a hair dryer, Yupo paper, 

canvas, paintbrushes, and isopropyl 

alcohol. I also love using this product 

called Blue Magic Invisible Glove, which 

is a lotion that acts as a glove and makes 

the ink much easier to come o�  when 

washing up. When working on my acrylic 

pour paintings, I use a mix of Liquitex 

pouring medium, acrylic paint, and 

silicone; I primarily pour on canvas and 

wood panels. 

How do you prime your backgrounds?
For my alcohol ink paintings, I don’t need 

to prime the Yupo paper, but I do need 

to prime the canvases. To do this, I use a 

primer that makes the canvas non-porous. 

For my acrylic pour paintings, I use gesso 

as needed. 

Hi Sammy! Can you tell us a little about 
yourself? What got you into artistry?  
I learned to draw and paint with the help 

and encouragement of my grandmother, 

from whom I inherited my skills. I was born 

and raised on Long Island, New York, and 

currently reside in Boston, MA, where I spend 

my 9-5 as a digital marketing manager. 

What made you want to start creating this 
style of artwork? 
I’ve always been an artist- I especially 

love painting portraits. Unfortunately, 

earlier this year I required surgery on my 

hands, which left me unable to draw or 

paint. As a result, I tried alcohol inks and 

acrylic pouring painting, as I could work 
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Very technical! What would a beginner need in 
their stash to start creating prints like yours?
They would need Yupo paper, alcohol 

inks and some blending solution if 

they’re interested in painting with inks. If 

interested in acrylic pouring, they’d need a 

canvas, acrylic paint and pouring medium. 

Good to know. Do you have any crafty 
hints or tips you can give?
I recommend making colour swatches of 

your inks before getting started. Some of 

the colours change as they spread on the 

paper, so it’s important to understand how 

each one works before trying to create 

anything. Also, I would strongly encourage 

everyone to do their research before trying 

out alcohol inks or acrylic pouring. Both 

techniques appear easy, but there’s a lot 

that goes into getting things right. 

Excellent advice! Finally, can you give 
us a snapshot of your day-to-day life?
I typically wake up around 6 a.m. and 

answer dozens of comments and 

messages on my Instagram account. 

I then get ready for work- I am a digital 

marketing manager at a travel company. 

On my way to work, I schedule my 

content for the day and then at lunch, 

I check in on my site and my social 

channels. The minute I get home from 

work I’m either shipping out orders, 

making videos for my social channels or 

working on a painting. Any free second I 

have is dedicated to my artwork. 

We won’t keep you away from your 

artwork any longer! Thanks for chatting 

with us Sammy.

Find out more:

Instagram: @sammygorinart

Blog: sammygorinart.com/blogs/blog  

Ideal materials for creating similar art...
Fancy trying to create your own beautiful pieces of work just 
like Sammy’s? We’ve put together this list of materials you 
might like to use to get you started!

Pouring medium: Liquitex Professional pouring medium (www.hobbycraft.co.uk)

Paints: Liquitex Basics acrylic paint (www.therange.co.uk)

Base: H&S Artist Canvas blank frame (www.amazon.co.uk)

Finishing: Liquitex Professional gloss medium and varnish (www.hobbycraft.co.uk)

Alcohol inks:

Inks: Jacquard Piñata alcohol inks (www.artsupplies.co.uk), 

Tim Holtz Ranger inks (www.afth.co.uk), Copic Various ink (www.amazon.co.uk)

Primer: Kilz 2 latex primer (www.amazon.co.uk)

Base: YUPO paper (www.amazon.co.uk), Ampersand Claybord (www.amazon.co.uk)

Blending solution: Tim Holtz Adirondack alcohol blending solution 

(www.craftsulove.co.uk), Copic colourless blender (www.hobbycraft.co.uk)

Protection: Krylon Kamar Varnish (www.amazon.co.uk), Krylon UV resistant 

clear coating (www.amazon.co.uk)

Head over to sammygorinart.com/blogs/blog for more information!
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Designed by
Sara Naumann 

STENCILLING, EMBOSSING 

Combine your embossing powders with acrylic paint and stencils for a fun 

textured eff ect – in two diff erent ways! Apply a simple stencilling method to emboss 

your card by adding embossing ink through the stencil, or ink the stencil itself to get the negative! 

Two ways 
with embossing 

Embossed stencilling  

1
Create an 11x16cm white card blank. 

2
Squeeze some Slimed paint onto a 

craft sheet. Use your brayer to roll out 

the paint on the craft sheet, then roll the 

paint onto a 10.3x15.3cm panel of white 

card. Edge with the same paint.

What do I need?
For both cards

 White & black card 

 Eclectica ESN26 stamp set, PS092 
 Harlequin stencil, Sargasso Fresco 
 Finish chalk acrylic paint by PaperArtsy 

 Embossing inkpad, Fluorescent Green & 
 Primary Ebony embossing powders by Wow! 

 Oval dies  

 Die-cutting machine 

 Brayer 

 Twine 

Embossed stencilling  
All items above plus:

 Slimed Fresco Finish chalk acrylic paint 
 by PaperArtsy 

3
Make a watery wash of Sargasso 

paint on your craft sheet, then use a 

paintbrush to splatter over the brayered 

card. Allow to dry.

4
Position the stencil over the panel and 

hold in place. Press the embossing 

inkpad through the open areas. Lift the 

stencil straight up and set aside.

5
Cover the card with Fluorescent Green 

embossing powder. Tap o�  the excess 

and heat to set.

6
Wrap the twine twice around the left 

of the panel and secure the ends at 

the back. Fix to the centre of the card front 

with foam pads. 

7
Stamp a sentiment on white card 

using embossing ink and sprinkle 

with Primary Ebony embossing powder. 

Heat to set, then die-cut into an oval. 

Die-cut a second oval from black card and 

layer the two together, slightly o� set. Fix to 

the bottom of the twine on the card front. 

8
Add a twine bow above the sentiment 

to � nish. 

Press your 
embossing inkpad 

through your stencil 
for a textured effect.  

Clean your brayer in between colours by rolling off 
excess paint, then cleaning with a baby wipe.   

As these backgrounds 
are abstract, you’ll get 
a different look every 
time! Each one will 

depend on how much 
paint you use and the 
colours you choose. 
You can go for high 

contrast or soft 
and subtle! 
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What do I need?
Reverse stencilling  
All items at start plus:

 Circles dies 

Reverse stencilling 

1
Create an 11x16cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top. 

2
Squeeze some Sargasso paint onto a 

craft sheet. Use your brayer to roll out 

the paint on the sheet, then roll the paint 

onto a 10.3x15.3cm panel of white card. 

Edge with Sargasso paint and allow to dry. 

3
Position the stencil on scrap paper. 

Press the embossing inkpad onto 

the stencil. Mist lightly with water, then 

remove the scrap paper and press the 

panel on top of the stencil. 

4
Lift the card straight up and cover with 

Fluorescent Green embossing powder. 

Tap o�  the excess and heat set. Edge with 

Sargasso paint and allow to dry. 

5
Wrap twine twice around the bottom 

of the panel, securing the ends at 

the back. Adhere to the card front with 

foam pads.

Where can I buy it?
Stamps, stencil & acrylic paints available from 

www.paperartsy.co.uk (01277 212911) 

Embossing powders available from 

www.wowembossingpowder.co.uk 

(0870 7778781)

6
Stamp and emboss two sentiments 

on white card using Primary Ebony 

embossing powder. Die-cut into an oval 

and a circle. Die-cut a second oval and circle 

from black card and layer together, slightly 

o� set. Attach to the twine on the card front 

with foam pads, overlapping slightly. 

7
Add a twine bow to the left of the 

sentiments. 

Sara’s top tip!
To edge your cards with paint you 

can use a brush or sponge, but I like 

to use my fi nger as it gives a bit more 
control on the amount of paint 

and the angle! 

Rather than stencilling through the design, you’ll ink onto the stencil 
to get the negative. Doing this with embossing ink gives a 

very subtle, transparent effect.  

Don’t have nesting 
oval or circle dies 

for different sizes? 
Try this trick: 

Die-cut your oval, 
then die-cut a 

second oval from a 
contrasting colour 

of card and glue the 
two together, slightly 
offset. This will give 
a shadow effect and 
create the illusion 

one is larger! 

TOP TIP!

WHAT IS REVERSE STENCILLING?

Visit 
www.makingcardsmagazine.com 

for a fantastic offer on a 
Wow! heat tool!



   
Our breathtaking venues boast a 

range of craft, sport & leisure facilities 
that we believe are without equal anywhere 

in the UK! Our unique craft centre offers 20 tutored 
crafts including:

All facilities are FREE to residents with the 
exception of nominal material costs in the 

Craft Centre.

crafty-breaks.co.uk

0800 955 0283

March 2019: 4 Night 

Midweek Bargain Breaks 

from £190pp Full Board!

PLUS

Enjoy Our

HYDRO 

SPAS for

FREE!

• Glass Painting
• Glass Engraving
• Jewellery Making
• Woodwork
• Pyrography

• Pottery
• Pottery Transfers
• Porcelain Painting
• Candle Making
• Enamelling
• Hot Press Printing

• Fabric Painting
• Silk Painting
• Card Making
• Painting
• Sketching
• Embroidery

&

TheManor
House

Ashbury
Hotels

“A great place for crafters”

Pop along for a friendly chat and a crafty cuppa while you 

browse. We specialise in all things paper craft. Whether you 

are looking for new skills or inspiration for new products 

or topping up your craftstash we will be able to help you. 

Simply pop in to � nd out when our next classes will be held.

Station Road, Cupar, 
Fife, Scotland 

KY15 5HX
Tel: 01334 654606

McOyster 

Papercrafts 

at Poles Apart

M  Oyster Paper Crafts
at Poles Apart

c

Opening Times

Monday-Wednesday and Friday 9am-4.30pm

Thursday 9am -12pm, Saturday 9am-4.00pm

ALL YOU PAPER CRAFT PRODUCTS IN STORE

The Exhibition for
card makers and

paper crafters

Make it a date in your diary
22 February - 23 February 2019, 9.30am–5pm

Farnborough International, Hants
(access via Gate F: Sat Nav GU14 6TQ)

Book in advance and save
1 day adult pass £7.50, 1 day concession pass £6

Concession, over 60, registered disabled & students

2 day adult pass £11.25, 2 day concession pass £9
2 day pass offered on a “buy 1 get one ½ price” basis 

– only available in advance

Accompanied U16’s free of charge

How to book
www.make-it.org.uk or call 08444 771 000

NB. Small booking fee applies

Group bookings call 01784 212 887
(10 persons or more)

Two fun-lled days
 Cra Inspiration
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To join in with ‘We asked you’ simply visit our Facebook page - www.facebook.com and searching for Making Cards

magazine. By ‘Liking’ the page you’ll also be able to communicate with other card makers and share images of your work.  Facebook

Find us on 

W E ASKED YOU...

YOUR ANSWERS

If mums were � owers, I’d pick you.

Corina Mann

The most thoughtful sentiment I could receive on a 

card would be - My forever love and dearest friend.

Christine Rembo

You are always in my 

thoughts.

Jane Proffi tt

Words of encouragement 

like go for it girl!! We all 

need that sometimes xx

Charlotte Pauls

"Never stop exploring" because it encourages me 

to try new things, big or small. It could simply be 

a new � avour, an exotic fruit, a little detour on 

the way home to � nd a place you never knew was 

there. It tells me not to forget that there is still so 

much to discover within easy reach. 

Petra Beck

The most thoughtful sentiment I could 

receive on a card would be... I am thankful 

to have you in my life.

Dawn Fairman

I'm not sure about the most thoughtful message to 

me, but I wrote 'The most beautiful angel in heaven, 

I love you forever' as the sentiment on the card I sent 

with my mum at her funeral 

Shelley Bannerman

Let's have tea together! Time with loved ones 

is the most precious thing to me.

Lesley Bambridge

Heaven has gained 

the brightest angel.

Alison Langford

The world is better for 

having you in it...

Gill Colling

Even though we´re far apart, 

we´re always close in 

our hearts.

Maryann Laursen

The most thoughtful sentiment I could receive would 

just be Hello. It shows that someone is thinking of you 

for no special reason.

Pam C Smith

You are amazing just 

the way you are.

Samantha Dawkins

Thank you for being you x 

(I used this in a friend's card 

and it touched his heart).

Sharon Allen

Either "believe in yourself" 

or "follow your dreams", as we all 

need encouragement to help us 

along sometimes.

Hazel-Marie Bloomfi eld-Shaw

You’re doing great!

Sarah Jayne Biles

To my best friend.

Charlotte Arnott

I’ve got your back!

Shirley Wakefi eld

The most thoughtful 

sentiment I could 

receive on a card would be... 

"I love you mum”, that would 

be so lovely xx

Jean Evans

I miss you x

Wendy Fox

Be bold, be beautiful, be you.

Jackie Jasoer

The moments we share are the 

memories we keep forever.

Elaine Jasper

Thinking of you. Life is very challenging and just knowing 

someone is thinking of me gets me through x

Gill Russell

Something personal to me and encouragement words like believe, 

don't quit, keep going etc. With so many people with 

mental health problems, it's nice just to remind people how 

much they mean to you and that they are good enough x

Karen Salveta

With Valentine’s Day approaching, we asked you to compelte the 

following sentence...   ‘The most thoughtful sentiment 

I could receive on a card would be...’

Star 
Answer

The free Sweet Samantha stamp set with this 

issue provides these sentiments perfectly!
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If you’d like to share your crafting thoughts or projects then get in touch, we love to hear from you! 

T HE SOCIAL SCENE

www.facebook.com/makingcards www.twitter.com/makingcards www.pinterest.com/makingcardsmag www.instagram.com/makingcardsmakingcardsletters@warnersgroup.co.uk

Or send your letters to: 
Dear Making Cards, Warners Group Publications PLC, The Maltings, West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire PE10 9PH 

The star letter will receive a crafty gift!

Wish you were Here
Made using the free Wish you were 

Here Craft Paper Collection provided 

with your August edition 2018!

Sophie Tsui, via Facebook 

Get in touch...

A blast from the past
I LOVED the cute creatures and � orals from March 2011’s issue of 

Making Cards & Papercraft. Almost seven years ago! Although all 

the cards I had made have been sent out to various people, 

I thought you would 

like to see the card I 

made using just bits and pieces left over 

from the di� erent papers. Nothing ever 

gets wasted and I always � nd a use for 

o� -cuts, even if I wait for a long time! Most 

of my cards are made whilst ‘wintering’ in 

my motorhome with my husband John in 

France, Spain and Portugal every year. We 

have no television then, so the evenings I 

spend reading, writing and crafting! I have 

limited space for my stash but ensure I take 

plenty of coordinating papers and toppers. 

Thank you for your continued supply of 

inspirational papers with each issue.

Yours faithfully,

Mrs. Doreen Green

Best friends
The ‘Best Friends’ stamps were my 

favourite stamps in 2018 – here’s one of 

my (MANY) makes using them!

Jane Willis, via Facebook

Catitude!
For #GlobalCatDay, using the free Catitude 

stamps from the June issue!

Debs Cook, via Facebook

MISSED ANY OF THESE LOVELY GIFTS?

ORDER BACK ISSUES OF MAKING CARDS MAGAZINE AT 

WWW.MAKINGCARDSMAGAZINE.CO.UK

Grab your Cattitude and 
Best Friend Stamp Set from 

our online craft shop!

PRIZE WINNER
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Subscriptions, reader o� ers and back issues: 

t: 01778 395171 e: makingcards@warnersgroup.co.uk 

Turn to p10 and p29 for the latest o� ers.

Making Cards & Papercraft is published by: 

Warners Group Publications PLC, The Maltings, 

West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 9PH

Printed by: Warners Midlands PLC,

Martin Harris, t: 01778 391000

Project Editor:  

Joanne Garwell

t: 01778 391168

e: joanne.garwell@warnersgroup.co.uk
Winter! Chunky knits, hot chocolate, my birthday and 
Christmas - love it!

Marketing Executive:  

Loo Loo Rose

t: 01778 392459

e: looloo.rose@warnersgroup.co.uk
Winter! I've still got my fan on in December.

Junior Editor:  

Samantha Cooper

t: 01778 395053

e: samantha.cooper@warnersgroup.co.uk
Depends on the time of year that you ask!  

Advertising Manager:  

Melanie Batterbee 

t: 07795 963694

e: melanie.batterbee@warnersgoup.co.uk
Summer of course! Sunny evenings outside!

Publishing Apprentice: 

Ellis O’Connell 

t: 01778 395048

e: ellis.oconnell@warnersgroup.co.uk
Summer 100%, so much more to look forwards to, warmer 
temperatures, summer holidays and longer days!

Photography: 

Brett Caines 

t: 01778 391173

e: brett.caines@warnersgroup.co.uk
In winter I prefer summer and in summer I prefer 
winter - I'm hard to please!

Senior Designer: 

Ryan Housden

t: 01778 391112

e: ryanh@warnersgroup.co.uk
Summer. I love the coast and BBQs!

Publisher: 

Lucie Dawson

t: 01778 392061

e: lucie.dawson@warnersgroup.co.uk
Winter all the way.

Prices quoted are correct at time of going to press and are subject to 

change. Please check with the individual retailer for up to date prices.

Making Cards is published 13 times a year, every four weeks. 

The views expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the editor 

or publisher. Every care is taken to ensure that the content of the magazine 

is accurate; however the editor nor publisher assumes no responsibility 

for omissions or errors. The editor reserves the right to edit copy. All 

the material published remains the copyright of the publisher. No part 

of this magazine may be published, reproduced, copied or stored in a 

retrieval system without the prior permission in writing of the publisher. 

No commercial exploitation is permitted. Tutorials and projects are for 

the reader’s use only. While reasonable care is taken when accepting 

advertisements, the publisher cannot accept responsibility for any resulting 

unsatisfactory transactions. No warranty is implied in respect of any 

product mentioned herewith. The Advertising Standards Authority exists to 

regulate the content of advertisements. Tel: 020 7429 2222. Prizes, gifts 

or give aways offered in competitions might be substituted with ones of 

similar value. Unless otherwise stated, all competitions, free samplings, 

discounts and offers are only available to readers in the United Kingdom. 

ISSN 1740-8180 © Warners Group Publications PLC 2016

Editor: 

Sally Jarvis 

t: 01778 392433

e: sally.jarvis@warnersgroup.co.uk

Are you a winter or a summer person?
Hmmm, tricky! At a push I'd have to say summer! I love being on 
outdoor adventures - mainly by the coast!

We love seeing pictures of your style. Join the community and tag 

us in your posts using #MakingCardsMagazine.

Snap it up!

♥

♥

♥

Fabmartel

16 LIKES

59 LIKES

I managed just to make one 

Christmas card as my eyes were 

cooperating today although it 

took me the best part of an 

hour for something that would 

usually take me 15 minutes. 

I used Making Cards & Papercraft 

paper and stamps from the 

December issue #cardmaking 

#makingcardsmagazine 

#papercraft #christmas

My next four cards. Love the 

festive piggy images for card 

toppers. #makingcardsmagazine 

#makingcards #torberryart2018

witchypoos_kunst 

10 LIKES

Couple of little cuties from the Nick the Gnome and friends collection from @makingcardsmagazine 

Christmas Edition a few issues back. These free gifts have defi nitely saved me a lot of stress this year 

#craft #crafty #cardmaker #crafter #papercraft #papercrafts #papercrafting #papercrafter #cardmaking 

#cardmakingforfun #handmadechristmascards #handmadecard #makingcardsmagazine #create 

#creative #thecraftyblonde #instacrafter

The_crafty_blonde 



HANDPICKED

If you’d like one of your designs to be considered for Handpicked then send it to the Editor at the address below 

along with detailed instructions of how it was made. Don’t forget to tell us a little bit about yourself and include a recent photo.

Handpicked, Making Cards & Papercraft, Warners Group Publications PLC, The Maltings, West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 9PH

or email Sally at sally.jarvis@warnersgroup.co.uk

READER PROJECT
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How I made it...
I stamped around the edge of a 7x5cm 

white card blank using one of the free 

border stamps provided with the June 

2018 edition of Making Cards & Papercraft 

magazine, and black ink. On a piece of 

watercolour card I daubed some ink, 

Scrapberry’s Stains ink, smudged in some 

Tim Holtz Distress Crayon, used Mozart 

brush pens with water to splat and � nally 

spritzed Lindys Stamp Gang mica sprays 

on it. I also dropped a few Lindys mica 

powders on the wet ink. The colours I 

used were blue, green pink and orange. 

As it was drying I dropped a few drops of 

weak bleach and a few small rocks of salt 

onto it. Then I let it dry. When dry I took 

o�  the salt. I stamped the text and main 

image using Craftwork Cards Hedgerow 

stamps in blue and black inks. I then 

double mounted the piece onto blue then 

black card, the blue Create and Craft’s 

TopsyTurvy card and the black Linda’s 

black card, leaving a narrow border all 

around. I then � xed it to the centre of card 

front. The � nishing touch is the dream 

sentiment stamp by Art-C which I stamped 

in black in the position shown to � nish!

We love to see your designs and see many great projects we’d love to share! In this feature 
we (somehow!) manage to whittle our favourite spots down to just one - this issue we’ve 
chosen this beautiful design by Simone Kelly. 

A bit 
about me
I am a 51 year old 
wife, mother and 
Nana to nine! I love 
doing things with 
my grandchildren, we take the fi ve older 
ones on an activity holiday every year 
and we also all enjoy a Eurovision Song 
Contest party every year, as well as loads 
of sleepovers! Two of my granddaughters 
enjoy crafting with me which I also love. 
I got my Mum into crafting a few years 
ago and we have a craft day once a 
week which is brilliant! My hobbies are, 
of course, cardmaking but also I love 
going to gigs, I love my music! I also do a 
lot of baking as my husband has Coeliac 
disease. I sell some of my cards to 
fundraise for charity including MacMillan 
Cancer Support, Mansfield Wildlife Rescue 
and the local school. I have been crafting 
for many, many years and I am soon going 
to have a purpose built craft room (I do it 
on the kitchen worktop at the moment!).
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Designed by
Tracy Evans

INKING, STENCILLING

“ For a classic Valentine’s card, send a stencilled 

heart using a Tim Holtz layering stencil, embossing 

powder and Distress inks” 

From the he rt 

What do I need?
For all cards

 White card

 Gold metallic paint by DecoArt

 Candied Apple & Fired Brick Distress inkpads
 Texture paste

 Bouquet Idea-ology & Linen layering stencil 
by Tim Holtz

 Red cotton thread

 Fabric

 Gold embossing powder

Monoprint stencilling 
All items above plus:

 Sentiments Thinlits by Pete Hughes by Sizzix
 Die-cutting machine 

 Fired Brick Distress paint

 Small Talk Stickers Idea-ology by Tim Holtz
 Brayer

 Silver wire

5 Fold white paper in half and draw a 

heart shape at the fold. Cut out the 

shape to create a heart stencil. Place the 

stencil onto white card and blend Candied 

Apple ink over it (Picture A). Cut out the 

stencilled heart and blend Fired Brick ink 

around the edges for de� nition.

6 Spritz the Linen layering stencil with

water. Place the water side down onto 

the heart shape and dab the back with a piece 

of kitchen towel (Picture B). Allow the stencil 

to sit for a few moments so that the water 

has time to react with the ink, then remove 

(Picture C). Dry the heart with a heat tool.

7 Wrap thin silver wire randomly around 

the heart, then adhere to the top right 

of the panel, adding fabric and cotton 

threads behind it.

1 Create a 12.7x17.7cm white card blank 

with the fold at the top.

2 Cut white card to 11.4x16.5cm. Add a 

small amount of gold metallic paint to 

a non-stick craft sheet and roll your brayer 

over it. Remove any excess paint by rolling 

several times across the sheet, then lightly 

roll over the white card. Repeat with Fired 

Brick paint, again only adding a light layer 

of paint. Dry with a heat tool.

3 Place the Linen layering stencil over 

the panel and apply a little gold 

metallic paint, applying with a piece of 

Cut ‘n’ Dry foam (or sponge). Remove 

the stencil and repeat to add random 

stencilling across the background. 

Dry with a heat tool.

4 Apply a small amount of metallic 

paint around the edges of the 

panel with sponge. 

Monoprint with water: 
Spritz stencil, apply ink and print!

Why not try adding ink to the stencil first, 
spraying with water and printing on card! 

NEW TECHNIQUE! 

Monoprint stencilling 



T HE SOCIAL  

EXT RA IMAGES

www.facebook.com/makingcards www.twitter.com/makingcards www.pinterest.com/makingcardsmag www.instagram.com/makingcardsmakingcardsletters@warnersgroup.co.uk

Or send your letters to:  
Dear Making Cards, Warners Group Publications PLC, The Maltings, West Street, Bourne, Lincolnshire PE10 9PH 

The star letter will receive a crafty gift!

Get in touch...



8 Die-cut ‘hello’ from white card and 

save the die-cut piece for another 

project. Apply texture paste over the 

aperture piece, then remove (Picture D)

9 Whilst the paste is still wet, sprinkle gold 

embossing powder and set aside to dry. 

Once completely dry, melt the embossing 

powder with a heat tool for a raised glossy 

feel (Picture E). Cut out the sentiment and 

dab Candied Apple ink around the edges. 

Fix to the bottom left of the panel.

10 Cut several Bouquet Idea-ology

� owers from their stems and apply 

Candied Apple ink lightly around the petals. 

Fix to the left of the heart in a cluster. 

11 Select a Small Talk sticker, 

apply Candied Apple ink around 

the edges and � x to the heart.

12 Mount the panel on slightly larger 

white card, coloured with Candied 

Apple ink, and attach to the card front.

1 Create a 12.7x17.7cm white card 

blank with the fold at the top.

2 Cut white card to 11.4x16.5cm.

Place the Linen layering stencil over 

the white card and apply gold metallic paint 

randomly over the stencil. Remove and repeat 

to add random stencilling around the card. 

3 Place the heart paper stencil from 

Step 5 of the previous card on white 

card and colour in the same way. Repeat to 

make two inked hearts. 

4 Rub over each heart with an anti-static 

bag, so that the embossing powder 

only sticks where we want it to stick. Place 

the Linen layering stencil onto the heart and 

apply texture paste (Picture F). Remove the 

stencil and repeat for the second heart.stencil and repeat for the second heart.

What do I need?
Embossed stencilling 
All items at start plus:

 Quote Chips Idea-ology by Tim Holtz

A B

D

C

E

Blend ink over heart. Spritz stencil with water and place onto heart.

Add texture paste. Sprinkle with embossing powder and heat to set.

Remove stencil and ta dah! 

Embossed stencilling



5 Sprinkle gold embossing powder 

and allow the paste to dry. Apply heat 

with a heat tool to melt (Picture G).

6 Adhere both hearts to the 

panel overlapping one another, 

adding fabric and cotton threads behind.

7 Add a small amount of gold metallic 

paint to a non-stick craft sheet. Dip a 

wet paintbrush into the paint and lightly 

� ick over the panel. Dry with a heat tool. 

Dab the edges with gold metallic paint. 

8 Mount the panel on slightly larger 

white card, coloured with Candied 

Apple ink. Attach to the card front. 

9 Take a Quote Chip, apply Candied Apple 

ink and � x to the hearts. Add three 

Bouquet Idea-ology � owers below the chip. 

6 Place the heart paper stencil from

Step 5 of the � rst card on white card 

and blend Candied Apple ink over the 

stencil. Remove and cut out the heart 

shape. Apply Fired Brick ink around edges. 

7 Place the Linen layering stencil over 

the heart and apply Candied Apple 

ink. Keeping the stencil in place, apply 

touches of gold metallic paint over the 

same area and then remove the stencil. 

8 Adhere the heart to the centre of 

the card front, adding fabric and 

cotton threads behind.

9 Add two Index Clips to the 

heart along with some Bouquet 

Idea-ology � owers. Apply Candied 

Apple ink around the edges of a Small 

Talk sticker and � x to the heart.

Place the heart paper stencil from 

What do I need?
Inked stencilling 
All items at start plus:

 Fired Brick Distress paint

 Index Clips & Small Talk Stickers Idea-ology 
by Tim Holtz

 Brayer

 Red twine

 

1 Create a 15.2cm square white card 

blank with the fold at the top.

2 Cut white card to 14cm square. 

Add a small amount of gold metallic 

paint to a non-stick craft sheet and roll 

the brayer through the paint. Remove 

any excess paint, then lightly roll over 

the white card. 

3 Rub over the background with 

an anti-static bag. Place the Linen 

layering stencil over the background and 

apply texture paste. Remove the stencil 

and repeat to add random stencilling 

around the card. While still wet, sprinkle gold 

embossing powder and set aside to dry. 

Melt the embossing powder with a heat tool.

4 Add a small amount of Fired Brick 

paint to a non-stick craft sheet. Dip a 

wet paintbrush into the paint and lightly 

� ick over the card. 

5 Wrap red twine twice around the 

card, securing the ends at the back. 

Mount the card on a slightly larger piece 

of white card, coloured with Candied 

Apple ink. Adhere to the card front.

Where can I buy it?
Distress inkpads, paints, stencil, Idea-Ology & 

DecoArt paint www.countryviewcrafts.co.uk 

(01767 262 304).

Add texture paste through the stencil. Sprinkle with embossing powder and heat to set.

F G

Ta dah!

Inked stencilling 



Brand premier!

Pebbles - Forever My Always - Love Labels Paper, 95p 

www.heylittlemagpie.com (01925 244460)

Caroline Gardner A5 Metallic 

Spot Notebook, £12.00  

www.carolinegardner.com 

NEW Penny Black Cling Stamp - In Love, £10.99 www.craftsulove.co.uk (01293 863576) 

Lovey Gnomes rubber stamps 

by Stamping Bella, £11.99  

www.craftsulove.co.uk (01293 863576) 

NEW Mama Elephant SCRIPTY NOTES, £11.50 www.diestodiesfor.com (02082 249101) 

TRENDING RIGHT NOW

NEW Avery Elle Love Is In 

The Air Clear Stamps, 

www.averyelle.com

NEW Alexandra Renke Dies To the moon and back, £11.99  www.oysterstamps.co.uk (01634 686823)  

Hand Lettering set 4love Art by Faber-Castell, £12.90 www.panduro.com 

LOV E IS...

Doodlebug Sweet Things Matte Sprinkles 

Enamel Dots – Love, £5.49

www.craftie-charlie.co.uk 

Leather ribbon ‘light red’, €1.75  

www.alexandra-renke.com

American Crafts - Amy Tangerine Hustle & Heart - Love Wins Paper, 95p  www.heylittlemagpie.com (01925 244460)

Pinkfresh Studio Clear Stamp Set, £12.99 

www.oysterstamps.co.uk (01634 686823)

Deco Coco Red-rose, €7.50 

www.alexandra-renke.com

SALLY

LOV ES!

JO

LOV ES!

Shopping for new crafty items you know will put a 
smile on someone’s face when they receive 

the handmade card. 

See these used on 
Sally’s Top Spot! 



Designed by
Keren Baker

INKING 

“ I love to personalise cards and what better way to leave a lasting impression than to add your fi ngerprint! 
Create hearts or even little characters that your loved ones with cherish”

What do I need?
For all cards

 White & Kraft card 

 White gel pen 

Guess who   
All items above plus:

 Aqua card 

 Guacamole & Jade Fresco Finish paint 

by PaperArtsy

 Black & red marker pen 

Guess who 
1 Create a 13.5x14.5cm white card 

blank. Cut aqua card to 13x14cm and 

� x to the card front. 

2 Cut Kraft card to 12x13.3cm and add 

white gel pen dots around the edges. 

Fix to the card front.

3 Spread a thin layer of both paints 

onto an acrylic block, dip a thumb 

into the blue and a � nger into the green 

and print next to each other on the square.

4 Draw faces, arms and legs and write 

the sentiment below them using a 

black marker. Add hearts around them 

with a red marker. Fix to the card front.

As you are using 
Kraft card, opaque 
paint works best 
in recreating the 
fingerprint look. 

Distress oxides would 
be a good alternative 

if using a lighter 
coloured card.

Quick, easy and cheap to make too!Choose your own sentiment 
“because you are...”

Fun with 
fi ngerprinting 

Thi
s t

ec
hn

iqu
e i

s c
all

ed
 H

ira
me

ki -

 the Japanese art of drawing what you see!



Unique
1 Create a 13.5x14.5cm white card 

blank and � x a 13x14cm pink 

square to the centre. 

2 Cut Kraft card to 12.5x13cm and 

add some dots around the edges 

with your white gel pen.

Love 
1 Create a 14x11cm white card blank. 

Trim red glitter paper to 12.5x9.5cm 

and � x to the card front. 

2 Trim Kraft card to 12x9cm and add 

dashes around the edges with a white 

gel pen. 

3 Spread red paint onto an acrylic block 

and coat a � nger in it. Press twice 

on the Kraft card to make a heart and 

represent an ‘O’.

4 Repeat using white paint but use a 

little less to allow the red to show 

through. Die-cut ‘L’, ‘V’ and ‘E’ from red 

glitter paper and adhere to the card to 

spell ‘LOVE’. 

strip of grey card, round the bottom corners 

and � x to the bottom right of the square to 

represent the magnifying glass handle. 

3 Die-cut a circle frame from silver paper

and add to the top of the handle. 

4 Spread Mermaid paint thinly onto an 

acrylic block, add a thin layer to your 

� nger and stamp twice inside the circle to 

form a heart. 

5 Die-cut the letters to spell the 

sentiment from green card, � x to the 

bottom of the card front and add some 

white gel details.

Love you so much  

1 Create a 9.5x15.5cm coral card blank 

and layer a 9x15cm piece of Kraft card 

in the centre. 

2 Add dashes around the edges of the 

card front with a white gel pen.

3 Print out your sentiment and trim 

each word to size. Fix to the lower half 

of the card front. 

What do I need?
Love 
All items at start plus:

 Red glitter paper

 Cole’s ABCs dies by Lawn Fawn

 Die-cutting machine 

 Red & white paint 

What do I need?
Unique 
All items at start plus:

 Pink card 

 Rose Fresco Finish paint by PaperArtsy
 Red marker pen 

4 Spread a little London Bus paint on 

an acrylic block, coat your � nger 

and stamp twice above the sentiment to 

create a heart. Add a little gel pen detail 

to � nish.

3 Using a thin layer of Rose paint on 

an acrylic block, coat your � nger 

and press near the bottom of the square. 

When dry, draw a tiny heart on the 

� ngerprint using a red marker.

4 Using the white gel pen, write your 

sentiment in a script style at the 

top of the square. Fix the square to the 

card front. 

Fingerprints add such 
a personal element! 

So glad  

1 Create a 14cm square teal card 

blank. Add a border of dashes 

around the edges with a white gel pen. 

2 Adhere a 13.3cm square of Kraft

card to the card front. Trim a thin 

What do I need?
Love you so much 
All items at start plus:

 Coral card 

 Computer & printer 

 London Bus Fresco Finish paint by PaperArtsy

card to the card front. Trim a thin 

What do I need?
So glad 
All items at start plus:

 Teal, green & grey card 

 Cole’s ABCs dies by Lawn Fawn

 Die-cutting machine 

 Basic Essentials Circle Dies by Tonic Studios 

 Mermaid Fresco Finish paint by PaperArtsy

 Silver adhesive paper






